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| Another veteran retailer

~Grand

on verge of ending gas sale
gi Increased cost of fuel
hitting company profits

Bahama
records
5th road
death of

|

@ By BRENT DEAN
Tribune Staff Reporter

bdean@tribunemedia.net

ANOTHER veteran gas station retailer is on the verge of ending the sale of diesel — possibly by the end of the month — as the
increased cost of the fuel is further diminishing company profits.

the year

Michael Wells, owner of Texaco West Bay Street, told The Tri-

bune that after purchasing just over $8,000 worth of the fuel he is
:
now making only $247 worth
of profit. He has been in the
industry for 28 years.
The profit margin on diesel
is fixed at 19 cents per gallon
while the margin on gas is fixed
at 44 cents per gallon.
When asked if he will definitely end the sale of diesel at

Sy
Ra

Grand
FREEPORT
Bahama recorded its fifth traffic
fatality of the year yesterday
when a police'van struck a twoyear-old toddler at the NIB
Complex in Freeport.
According to reports, the little boy, identified as Jerome

-

@ BY DENISE MAYCOCK
Tribune Freeport Reporter
dmaycock@tribunemedia.net

his station, Mr Wells said that
he doesn’t want to, because his
customers, such as the bus and
taxi-drivers, depend on it. But

“how could you invest, you
know, to the bank and get

Hanna Jr, was rushed to Rand
Memorial Hospital, but died of

asked.

his injuries a short time later.
Chief Supt Basil Rahming
said the child was attempting to
cross the southern parking lot at
NIB, along with several family

“You

SEE page eight

A NEW study by Visa Inc
shows that despite a weakening
US dollar American travellers
still plan to travel abroad this
year -with the Bahamas being
the sixth choice behind Italy and
;
France.
The survey polled US visa
cardholders who travelled out-

do

it,”

In December, 2000, Mr Wells said that for a 9,000 gallon load of
gas he paid about $20,700. At this time, he said, it cost him $2.31 per

gallon to purchase the fuel, and he sold it for $2.75 per gallon.

Tim Clarke/Tribune staff
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fell into a sinkhole. The five officers were all taken to hospital. See photo spread on Page 6

The Bahamas ranked sixth most
popular destination for Americans
@ By TANEKA THOMPSON
Tribune Staff Reporter
tthompson@tribunemedia.net

just can’t

increasing.

lamented Mr Wells.

members, when he was knocked

:
down.
The accident occurred at
about 11.18am, involving a
police crime scene van - a white
Mitsubishi L-300 with licence
number 34841 - driven by
Detective Corporal Billy Ferguson of the Criminal Records
Office in Freeport.
Corporal Ferguson was travelling east along the access road
in the parking lot at the southern side of the National Insur-

MOTORI

‘$8,000, and make $247?” he

side. the US in the past three
years. Canada and Mexico
topped the list of potential foreign vacation spots, with the
United Kingdom third, Italy
fourth, France fifth and the |
Bahamas at sixth place.
Newly-appointed Minister of
Tourism and Aviation Vincent
Vanderpool-Wallace said his
ministry was performing a
“comprehensive review” of their

SEE page eight

ven jailed for three’
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I OMe: hie

NATARIO McKENZIE

A 47-year-old man was sentenced to three years in prison
yesterday after pleading guilty to charges stemming from the
seizure of nearly $100,000 worth of marijuana last Thursday.

John Alexander Lightbourne and Tory Lamont Burrows, 27,

were arraigned in Magistrate’s Court last Friday on charges
stemming from that seizure.
The men were initially charged with possession of marijuana

SEE page eight

Yesterday, the same load cost $48,150. The retailers, who have to

purchase the fuel in bulk from wholesalers, are now forced to put
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By the end of the year, Mr Wells said that he is certain that he will
not be selling diesel.
the Bahamas
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SEE page eight

‘Green’ light-bulbs could be
huge saver, says businessman
IN ten years the government

could save $59 million if all of
the streetlights in New Providence were exchanged for
“green”

bulbs, a businessman

has claimed.
Elton Smith, managing director of the fully Bahamianowned Wind Sun Water Company, told The Tribune he has
met with the Government to
propose the switch to the light

emitting diode (LED) high
intensity bulbs, and they are

SRS Be

8 IRIS OD

IRM

“very excited” about the idea.
The LED bulbs that his company fits last ten times longer,
are four times brighter and use
eighty per cent less electricity
. than the regular bulbs that are
used at around 35,000 locations

at present.
The product is just one of
many that WSWC,

a new com-

pany which is offering “green
energy and biochemical engi-

SEE page eight
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THE ENERGY DEBATE

BEC — the ‘big challenge’ as Bahamas
seeks to end fossil fuel dependence

m@ By ALISON LOWE’
Tribune Staff Reporter alowe@tribunemedia.net
THE Bahamas Electricity
Corporation is likely to represent the “greatest challenge”
for the Bahamas as it strives to
forge sustainable and renewable alternatives to its depen-

Environment Minister speaks at

Caribbean Regional Sustainable
Energy High Level seminar

dence on imported fossil fuels,

PRESIDENT

Minister of the Environment
Earl Deveaux said.
This comes as Minister of

Commerce Dionisio D’Aguilar lauded the
“proactive” measures being taken by the United States government and regional energy offi-

State for the Environment,

cials and stakeholders to develop sustainable _
energy options for the Caribbean.
These groups met during two high-powered
energy conferences this week at the Sheraton

Phenton Neymour, admitted
that the Bahamas lags behind
not only internationally, but
also within the Caribbean
region in terms of the level to
which it is dependent on oil
for its power.
regionally, |
Whereas
Caribbean states rely on oil

Cable Beach Resort.

The Caribbean Regional Sustainable Energy High Level Seminar, sponsored by the Genof Amerieral Secretariat of the Organisation
can States (GS/OAS), the Inter-American
Development Bank (IADB), the Inter-Amer-

imports for 93 per cent of their energy needs on average, 99
per cent of the Bahamas’
energy needs are met in this

way.

“These high and
unpredictable
prices slow
economies, drive

up the cots of
living and discourage investment.”
Ned Siegel

seek some: measure of.inde-

entities — public, private and.

|
o
!
}

multilateral — interested in
pursuing renewable energy
alternatives,
It was sponsored by the
United States government and
attended by Caribbean. and
US. energy officials, business

people, and representatives
from multilateral organisations.
According to Dr Deveaux,

the Bahamian

government

looks forward to a future, not

where there will be an
“absolute conversion” to
renewables, like wind and
solar power,

but in which

these will play a part in a “sustainable mix” of energy
sources for the Bahamas.
_
The government would like
to see BEC purchase power
from companies creating.
renewable energy which the
corporation will then distribute via its power grid. »
This would avoid a situation
where an “overstretched” utility company is forced to bear
the “huge capital investment”

necessary to produce renew-

Phenton NCVIOae

eeclAMDIc\Asrsllbs4

Seeking a more sustainable
state of affairs, Mr Neymour
said that BEC “has to become
a new organisation” and “‘cannot remain a pure monopoly.”
Dr Deveaux and Mr Ney- mour were speaking at the
Caribbean Regional Sustainable Energy High Level seminar at the Sheraton Cable
Beach hotel.
The seminar was. intended
to discuss impediments facing
Caribbean countries as they
pendence from foreign fossil
fuel imports. and to promote
collaboration between various

of the Bahamas Chamber of

Ned Siegel

[saree

able energy.
However,

Dr

Deveaux

added: “(BEC) is mandated
to provide electricity throughout the country, and has a
fixed investment in diesel
burning generators.
“How do we get the managers of BEC, the engineers
- of BEC when they are plan- :
ning for their new plants, to
|
think renewables?
“As minister I can say that,

I can seek to drive that, but
how do we change that cul;
ture?”
Hawaii Governor Linda

NSN

RS TASC TITS Cae EN)

CR

“That utility which was initially resistant has now under
tremendous pressure from our.
government become a partner
in our efforts.”
BEC

general

manager

Kevin Basden claimed on
Wednesday that the corporation is “changing right before
your very eyes” , having appointed: a Renewable Ener- .
gy Committee late last. year
and inviting firms to submit .
proposals to provide renew-

able energy..

-

US Ambassador to the
Bahamas Ned Siegel said that

Lingle described how the pri-

‘improving

vate utility company which
had monopolised Hawaii’s
energy industry “was not hap-

with renewables should be
imperative.to the Caribbean
if it is “not to be left behind in
the.race to create growth and
attract investment.”
He said: “These high and
unpredictable prices slow
economies, drive up the cost
of living and discourage
. investment in the region.
“Investment in renewable
energy will offer new business
opportunities for the region
and will create thousands of
new well-paying jobs.”

py” when

state authorities

began to encourage investment in renewable energy
there. ..
“They did not see the need
to change.
“Tf the price of oil increased,
no problem. It could just pass
it on to consumers because it
was a monopoly.
“It didn’t cost the utility
anything.

energy

security

ican Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture
(IICA) and the Government of. the United
States, was held on Wednesday.
The Opportunities for Renewable Energy
in the Caribbean Seminar, sponsored by the
government of the United States, took place
the following day.
- “For too long we have all been reactive in
dealing with the varied challenges of ever. .
increasing energy costs. Now, it is imperative
that we become proactive and begin as a nation
and a region to develop sustainable energy
options,” Mr D’ Aguilar said.
“The Bahamas Chamber of Commerce is
incredibly grateful to the United States Ambassador to the Bahamas, Ned Siegel, the Organ-

isation of American States as well as the other
regional bodies and stakeholders for convincing the powers that be, to hold these two very
important

energy

sample of CARIFESTA and at
the same time contributing to
the Canadian contingent’s participation in CARIFESTA X
with the premiere of “Sweet,
Sweet Karaila”

aigee

eR

~

in the

“ Bahamas.
“This in itself, says a great deal about the
extremely close ties that exist between the
Bahamas, the United States and our sister
countries throughout the Caribbean, especially when one considers that these seminars could
have very well been held in any other country
in the Caribbean or city in the United States.”
He said the Chamber of Commerce is very
excited to participate in the two energy semi-

nars.
He explained that the organisation, which
represents the interests of the private sector in
the country, has repeatedly articulated its concern that energy costs will continue to rise at a
very expeditious rate.
“High energy costs continue to be a pressing
concern for major business establishments from
a broad spectrum of industries from tourism to

-retail as well as for individual household own-.

more informed and proactive and take their
concerns into their own hands,” Mr D’Aguilar
said.
He added: “Now the government can pro- vide incentives and can educate you about it,
but at the end of the day it is you as the consumer who is going to have to make the decision... You have‘to be educated to the point
that when you walk into a store and a hot
water heater costs. $500 and a solar paneled ~
one cost $3,000, and you say, ‘well obviously the
traditional hot water is cheaper’. Yes, it may be
cheaper on day one, but essentially it costs

more to operate. So you have to be educated
on how to make that calculation and say ‘yes,
this is worth my while’.”
Mr D’ Aguilar —‘who is also the president of
Superwash Laundromat, New Providence’s
largest chain of laundromats, which uses a considerable amount of energy to run its operations — has made repeated calls for reverse
metering, a system in which persons using alternative forms of energy can resell unused energy back to electrical suppliers such as the
Bahamas Electricity Corporation.

ers. Every business and energy.consumer in
this country needs to seriously think about
how they can reduce their energy costs, as well
The chamber chief indicated that he is
as the amount of kilowatt hours they actually
pleased by recent assurances by Prime Minister
use, by using alternative forms of enPrey>, "Mr
Hubert Ingraham that he will seriously conD’Aguilar said.
sider looking at the National Energy Plan in
Pointing to countries such as Rapaae and
portions which he believes will bring some
St Lucia which have taken proactive steps in
measure of relief to consumers right away,
using alternative forms of energy, Mr
rather than seeking to implement the plan in its
D’ Aguilar, who recently visited St Lucia, notentirety.
ed that many of the homes on that island nation
“So this seminar, while it is more on a macrouse solar panel systems in order to heat water: ~~ level-as-opposed to a micro-level, will begin
“Inevitably oil prices will continue to rise,
‘to sow the seeds of what we should do, firstly,
and really there is very little that the governas a nation and secondly, as individual busiment can do about it.
nesses to address this extremely vexing prob“Asa result, consumers need to become * lem,” he added.

The Caribbean ER Roots
International Arts Theatre Inc

production opened at the
Palmerston Library Theatre in
Toronto, on Thursday, July 17
and runs until Friday, July 35.
Based on the 1958 prize-winning Guyanese radio play —
“Sweet Karaila” by the late Dr
Victor Forsythe, the play was

Minister K
ELE

here

i Aguilar

CARIFESTA X play premieres in Canada

Canadian-based Guyanese
and other theatre enthusiasts
from the Caribbean diaspora
and Canada are receiving a
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adapted for stage by Guyanese
playwright Leon Saul.
According to the organisers
of the production, it is a gripping but comedic tale of two
Guyanese families — the Herods
from Buxton and the.Samaroos
from Lusignan, as told by village elder and raconteur “Uncle
John John”.
The story reveals how Det
. Sergeant Liverpool Fennimore—
a police officer from Buxton,
who has just been married to
Rhoda Herod, is tested before
and after his marriage by the
recent massacres in Guyana.
The play is also described as a
bitter-sweet tale of patriotism
and the sacrifice of a loved one
while doing one’s duty to protect the family, community and

nation. Its consulting director
is Marvin Ishmael while Ryan
Singh is directing.
The cast includes: Trevor
Murray, Eli Goree, Ras Leon,
Jem Hewitt, Nikki Green, T J
Sandra
and
McLaughlin,

Maharaj. It also features Mandela Mannings, Samantha
Mohabir, Sam Khera, Brad Jor-

dan, Wendy Belcourt, Paul
Chanderbhan, Patrick Augustus, Rosina

Noel

and Jason

Roberts.
The soundtrack is by Ras
D’Jango.
“Sweet, Sweet Karaila” will

come to Guyana for CARIFESTA as part of the Canadian contingent’s participation in
the performing arts element of
the festival.

-
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Two Haitian men fined $3,000
each over fisheries law breach
@ BY DENISE MAYCOCK
Tribune Freeport Reporter
dmaycock@tribunemedia.net
FREEPORT - Two Haitian
men were fined $3,000 after
they pleaded guilty to breach
of the Fisheries Resources Conservation and Jurisdiction Act.
Fleurimond Vigil, 58, of Russell Town, Eight Mile Rock; and
Mazon

Leon,

38, of Pinedale,

Eight Mile Rock, pleaded guilty
to using a Bahamian commercial fishing vessel without hav-

ing the required commercial
fishing permit, and exceeding
the allowed bag limit.

The men were arrested by
Royal Bahamas Defence Force
and Fisheries Department
Inspectors on Monday.

They were observed about
two miles off Bootle Bay pulling
up their fish traps. They were
also discovered with 300 lbs of
freshly caught fish aboard their
vessel.
Magistrate Gwen Claude
convicted them and sentenced
them to pay $3,000 each or
spend six months in, RUISOD sa os

The court also ordered that
the confiscated fish be given to
St Stephen’s Parish in Eight
Mile Rock and St Mary Parish
in West End.

Nine Jamaicans,
one Haitian fined for
immigration offences
NINE Jamaicans and one Haitian were sentenced to pay
heavy fines after pleading guilty to immigration offences.
Jamaicans Julius Cooke, Romer Andrew Cunningham,
Keema Lewis, Carol Ann-Marie Robinson, Elizabeth
Edwards, Keith A Barnes, Jodikan Carey, Citira Davis,

Asheena Johnson; along with Omar Junior, a Haitian national, were arraigned before Magistrate Renee McKay at court six

in Parliament Street.

They were arraigned on charges of engaging in gainful
employment, overstaying and attempting to mislead an immigration officer.
The accused pleaded guilty to the charges.
Cooke was sentenced to pay $4,500 or spend 24 months in
prison; Andrews was sentenced to $6,000 or 24 months; Carey
was fined $1,000 or 12 months; Davis $2,500 or 24 months;
Johnson $1,500 or 12 months and Junior $3,300 or 24 months.

Robinson, Edwards, Lewis and Barnes were all sentenced to
pay $3,000 or spend 24 months in prison.
Magistrate McKay ordered that they all be deported after
they pay their fines or serve their terms.
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to stop the
@ By

CAPUCINE DAYEN

THE BAHAMAS

Group,

Conservation

disgrace that
these magnifi-

a new

organisation with wide support
from the animal rights community, is going international with
its campaign to end the harvesting of all sea turtles in the

cent animals
are still hunted
ata

country.

"It's a national disgrace that
these magnificent animals are
still hunted at all, and that they
are so cruelly, treated when
brought ashore," said Jane
Mather, president of Advocate

for Animal Rights, a spokesperson for the new group.
"Fishermen bring the creatures ashore with their flippers
pierced and tied with straw;
they are routinely dragged on
to boat ramps and turned on
their backs and left to suffer for
days in the hot sun," said Ms
Mather. "I have seen children
jumping on and torturing the
helpless animals and I have seen

them dragged away attached to
the back of trucks."
She noted that Bahamas fisheries laws still allow the catching
and slaughter of certain turtles,
even though the Bahamas is a

party to the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna’
and Flora (CITES), which calls
on member states to protect all
marine turtles as endangered or
threatened.
Nine sea turtles have been
rescued from fishermen over
-the past couple of years, rehabilitated and returned to the
sea. But fishermen are now
catching the turtles knowing
that conservationists will buy
them in order to release them.
The conservation group is
selling “stop the killing"
bumper stickers to promote the
campaign locally and will be
creating an Internet site to bring
pressure on the government to
protect sea turtles.
Their online Internet advertising campaign has registered
more

than

5,000

hits

from

around the world in less than
nce ict: [ef insight
Cyn WDC

“It’s a nationa!

Sea Turtle

_ three weeks, and that number is

increasing, Ms Mather said.
The group produced the [nter-

Jane Mather

The loggerhead turtle |
net ads to createnternational
awareness of the cruel slaughter
of turtles in this tourist nation.
Mather,

According to Ms

headlines like “Stop the
Killing,” “Stop the Slaughter,”
“Save the Bahamas Sea Turtles,” and “If Cuba can protect
why

Turtles,

Sea

can’t

the

Bahamas?” will reach hundreds
of thousands of Internet users
and encourage them to sign a
petition urging the Bahamas
government to enact legislation
to stop the slaughter.
Other organising members of
the Bahamas Sea Turtle Conservation Group include Deborah Krukoski,

gered" according to the Union's
killing of these beautiful, gentle
Red List of Threatened Species.
animals and insist that the goy"If Cuba can take such a fartake early, decisive
ernment
sighted decision, why can't the ~ action," Ms Mather said.
Bahamas?" Ms Mather asks.
iBaham
rned
conce
l
Severa
She added that a failure to
a continuing
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stop the mistreatment and
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killing of turtles could nega,
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tion.
tively affect eco-tourism, an
ban. The results have
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important sector of the counpresented to Prime Minisbeen
try's number one industry.
ham, Minister
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right
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month
yet
their place at the forefront of |
Ms Mather
said
done,"
being
the worldwide effort to stop the

_Galleria

vice president

of Animals Require Kindness

BOX

(ARK) and Kim Aranha, president of the Bahamas Humane
Society..
Several other organisations
actively support the new group,
including the Nature Conservancy, BREEF, the environmental group ReEarth, the

Caribbean Conservation Corporation (the oldest turtle group
in the.world), Earth Care, the
Grand Bahama Humane Society, Unexso Dolphin ExperiGrand

ence,

Bahama

tle species last January. This
included green and loggerhead

turtles, listed as endangered by

the IUCN-World Conservation
which

and

hawksbill
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Tours and the Andros Conservancy and Trust.
In announcing the formation
of the new group, Ms Mather
noted that Cuba had banned
the harvesting of all marine tur-
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The UM Executive MBA Program in the Bahamas
If you are an experienced professional ready to lead at a higher level, now is the time
to earn ari MBA from the University of Miami.

* Saturday schedule enables professionals to

® Students attend a one-week course on the

earn their MBA without career interruption

Coral Gables campus — all expenses paid

e Taught by the same distinguished faculty who

e
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ieach at ihe main campus

® Integrates practical experience,
comprehensive business theory, and aspects
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the most prestigious business school
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@ Fellowships of $17,088 will be awarded to all
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of international business
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® Executive-style classroom, exclusive to
Batiamian MBA students, at the College of the
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Bahamas Bus and Truck Company Limited

Phone: (242) 322-1722
Fax: (242) 326-7452
44 Montrose Avenue
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LETTERS

Reflecting back seven years,

one cannot escape seeing some
humour in the misconceptions,
bum rumours and general bashing
that LNG has taken in this lovely
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nia”, the manic response to the world’s top
pop group in the 1960s.
So intense are the emotions aroused by
this man, so vast the expectations, that critics are now beginning to wonder whether
the whole thing is getting seriously out of
hand, creating a frenzy of anticipation
which has nothing to do with reality.
After all, this is not a musical legend on
a farewell tour, but a fact-finding mission
by a presidential candidate with hopes _ some would say high hopes -. of landing
indisputably the toughest and most important job in the world.
While Republican nominee John McCain
goes quietly about his business in the runip to the November poll, dealing diligentfy with the issues, Obama drags the media
across continents like a modern day Pied
Piper, leaving swooning crowds in his wake.
Throughout, he sounds like a victor
awaiting formal coronation.
Listening to him speak, one could be
forgiven for concluding that the Fall election is already a done deal.
It’s the lack of humility, in fact, which is
now beginning to make many serious political observers take stock of the Obama
phenornenon and wonder whether it is litile more than a rather tawdry triumph of

Democratic

routine heat hazards of workmen

processing molten metal at the
other temperature extreme. But
you don’t stick your finger in

fractions, such as naphtha,
kerosene, diesel oil and gasoline

_

and the heavy residue that may
be asphalt.
Oil refineries
inevitably have some spillage over
the years. Consequently they do
over time pollute the land they
sit upon. The result is that you
might be hard put to give away an
oil refinery if that “gift” would
pass on the liability for ultimate
clean-up some day in the future.
(In America the stage has long
already been set so that the taxpayers rather than the polluters
will pay for that final long term
‘cleanup. The refineries originally
owned by large oil majors (with
deep pockets) simply sold the
refineries to skeletal corporations
who will have no money when
the big day finally comes, and
then only the taxpayers will be
left to pay.
Liquefaction plants are simply
huge refrigeration plants that cool
the natural gas from its warm
state coming up from below
ground down to its extremely cold
liquid state (where it occupies
only one six hundredth of its original volume) and thus can be economically transported.
Of particular interest Mr

a tiny mile square sand pile we
missed the chance to spawn a lot
of Bahamian economic businesses and growth that a site such as
the Burmah Terminal at South
Riding Point, 45 miles East of

Freeport, would have offered.

(We were told the collision risk
with very large crude oil tankers
there made it an unacceptable
site). I think someone had the
traffic up there confused with the
Eastern Road traffic morning and

night!
The use of natural gas in cars is
not new or unique. I have ridden
in New Zealand cars where the
owner simply pulls in behind a
gas station and fills his tank with
natural gas under fairly high pressure. Personally I had some
unease about having a tank at my
back where a following car might
strike it in a road accident. Cars
consuming propane (cooking

gas), but at much lower pressure
are very common in the world
and probably are used right here
on New Providence.
Td expect that Point Fortin can
have nice green grass and shrubs
growing near the five liquefaction trains it now possesses. So
please don’t lump natural gas liquefaction plants with oil refineries. In closing I might add that in
Japan Mr Idemetsu owner of

major oil refineries there 40 years
ago did demonstrate that even oil
refineries could be beautifully
landscaped with attractively
painted tanks.
The global industry never bothered to pay the modest price to
emulate him.

Thompson has cited the number
WEB >
of new industries that spawned
Nassau,
from the presence of the LNG __July 18, 2008.
feneen rT
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And have we. achieved it?

So what is independence?
July 10, 1973 represents our
What
does
independence
birth
on
the
world’s
stage
under
image over substance.
really
mean?
the
leadership
of
visionary
charThe British, in particular, are beginning
Sure
the
dictionary
tells
us
it
acters
who
dared
to
be
revoluio draw disturbing comparisons between
means the freedom from contionary yet relevant with the
the charismatic Obama and their own Tony
times in which they lived. They
trol or influence from others
Blair, a prime minister whose zip-on smile
but is that really accurate in our
were men and women of
and ready charm heralded a decade of
Could it be that the hype, the mania, the
context?
tremendous
courage
and
uninitigated disaster for the United Kingover-the-top response from Europeans are’
While we in The Bahamas
resolve as they internalised a
dom.
beginning to make hardcore American votmay become frustrated with our
cause that became bigger than
ers feel uneasy?
Blair was the arch media manipulator, a
level of “independence” we
them.
shrewd tactician with oratorical talent who
Obama is unquestionably the media darmust pause and be reminded
So are we independent?
was subsequently to be found wanting in
that we are mere infants in our ling of the moment, a man whose tour has
I dare say that the relics of
nationhood’s life. We struggle
colonialism are so entrenched
several key areas.
attracted nearly all of America’s top TV
with growing pains, bouts of
in our psyche that the monuOver ten disillusioning years, the British
news anchors, but whether he will become
immaturity and fits of anger that
ments of dependency remain
were obliged to concede that the young,
president of the United States. remains in
depict the insecurities of a growdeep in our hearts.
fresh-faced talisman of change they voted
the balance.
ing
child.
We
are
trying
to
grow
Our
collective
attitudes
suginto power in 1997 had by 2007 become a
It is easy to forget that as he imbibes the
up
in
this
brave
gest
we
are
still
waiting
for
our
new
world
and
shopworn fraud with no substance whatadulation of the crowds.
rediscover ourselves as we
Masters to come and feed her
move toward adulthood.
children. Our behaviour suggests we do not fully understand
the responsibilities associated
with freedom. Our political
decisions suggest we must be
NOTICE
an elbow length away from
is hereby given that RONY
MITCHELL
OF
NOTICE is hereby given that SYLVIA FRANK OF FAITH
mother England and our stepTHOMPSON
LANE, NASSAU, BAHAMAS is applying to
AVENUE SOUTH OFF CARMICHAEL ROAD, P.O. BOX
mother
USA.
We
are
voting
for
the Minister responsible for Nationality and Citizenship, for
CR-54802, NASSAU, BAHAMAS is applying to the Minister
Obama
by
the
way.
Our
lack
of
registration/naturalization as a citizen of The Bahamas, and
responsible for Nationality and Citizenship, for registration/
political will suggest we are still
thal any person who knows any reason why registration/ |
naturalization as a citizen of The Bahamas, and that any
mentally shackled and left as
naturalization should not be granted, should send a ewritten
person who knows any reason why registration/ naturalization
and signed statement of the facts within twenty-eight days
should not be granted, should send a written and signed
from the 19th day of JULY, 2008 to the Minister responsible for
statement of the facts within twenty-eight days from the 19thNationality and Citizenship, P.O.Box N-7147, Nassau, Bahamas.
day of JULY, 2008 to the Minister responsible for Nationality
and
Citizenship,
P.O.Box
N-7147,
Nassau,
Bahamas.

NOTICE

to its remote site, but because it is

What is Independence?

nomination, Obama. has

emerged as a political superstar whose
every utterance draws gasps of wonderment from admirers everywhere.
No-one can dispute that he is a PR maestro, the David Beckham of the thinking
classes, but will that ultimately translate
into hard votes come November?
This week, a story appeared out of Minnesota saying that Obama’s convincing
lead there was now beginning to dissolve in
favour of McCain.
In other parts of the country, indications
are that this could be a very tight presidential race.

One doesn’t normally refer to
LNG “refineries”. Refineries in
the hydrocarbon industries usually refers to those complexes of
spaghetti piping and tall steel
columns that are facilities for separating crude oil into its various

I certainly don’t intend to
demean the remarks by an intelligent and distinguished gentleman like Mr Paul Thompson cited by The Tribune editorial yesterday. Mr Thompson in my opinion spoke the truth and was, as a
younger generation says, “right
on”. He.accurately describes the
economic miracle that has been
bestowed on Trinidad and its
southwest comer in particular
where pipelines from several
directions reaching far offshore
undersea have collected the bountiful gas surrounding Trinidad.
There have been persons who
from the beginning expressed
concern over the known tectonic
plate fault that passes through
Trinidad and exits into the Gulf
Of Paria just about at the LNG
dock. Since Point Fortin has done
so well one doesn’t hear much
talk of earth movements and
quite possibly the cryogenic pipes
have been especially designed to
absorb plate shifts.
However some silly misunderstandings about LNG still persist:
You don’t stick your finger in a
cupful of LNG and withdraw a
dry finger. I suspect you will probably withdraw “a stump of wrist”.
At minus 260 degrees Fahrenheit
a spill upon an ordinary thick
steel deck plate will cause the
steel to shatter like a mirror hit
with a hammer. That is not a
major hazard anymore than the

soever who had seriously damaged their
country. The problem with Obama, as with
Blair, is that no-one really knows what he
is all about.
Americans have been bewitched by
_ superficialities - and particularly the need
for dramatic change after eight dispiriting
years under George W Bush - without really bothering to find out about the inner
man.
Now, as Obama appears to be within
sight of The White House, penetrating
questions are being asked about what lies
behind the hype. It is not easy to provide
the answers.
What the USA and the world needs is a
president who can rebuild a nation, revitalise its economy, win or halt two costly
wars, recapture the hearts and minds of
erstwhile friends and counter the threats
posed by the likes of Iran.
It could well be that Obama is the man.
The problem is that the senator from Ilinois has now become a worldwide celebrity in an era when celebrity appears to count
for everything.
Logic and commonsense have been jettisoned in favour of unquestioning adoration.
Since beating Hillary Clinton for the

uiania”, a political version of “Beatlema-

either one; nor even stand close.

country.

Obama the current media darling
WITELa massive media corps in pursuit,
Barack Obama appears to be sweeping the
Middle East and Europe as the presumpfive president of the United States, even
though the actual election is still four
months away.
The hullaballoo surrounding his visits to
the two regions is such that foreign commentators are already referring to “Oba-

letters@tribunemedia.net

Processing facility. Ocean Cay
poses no threat to humans thanks

EDITOR, The Tribune.

NOTICE

dysfunctional children
Our impending EPA agreement signing is another example
of the dilution and imminent
weakening of what little sovereignty that remains. Yes Europe
is back and she come fer her
tings.
So what is truly independence?
We are free to worship,
assemble, associate, share ideas,

debate and educate our selves
and our children in a generally
peaceful environment we can
call home. We have rights and
equal opportunities to accomplish our hearts desire. By the
way, we do enjoy life too.
Thank God for our visionary
and determined forebears. May
our heavenly father look upon
us with his mercy and beckon us
to do more, say more and agitate more for the betterment of
our great little country we call
home.

KENDAL VO MAJOR,
DDS, FICOI
July 12, 2008.

Why have unions a special
position under the law?

BEDMOND
Incoporated

NOTICE
BUSINESS CO. LTD.

under the International Business Com-

panics Act, 2000 of the Commonwealth of The Bahamas registered in the Register of Companies under
the Registration Number 96907,

Notice is hereby given that the dissolution of the
Company is complete and the Company has been
struck off the Register of Companies maintained by
Registiar General.

Dated this 25th of July 2008.

John Robert Montagu Stuart Wortley Hunt
Liquidator
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NOTICE
NOTICE is hereby given that FIAMINE PAUL
of
SPRING FIELD ST., FOX HILL, NASSAU,
BAHAMAS, is applying. to the Minister’ responsible
for Nationality an
itizenship, for registration/
par eazaten as a citizen of The Bahamas, and that
au) person who knows an tee
why registration/
uralization should not be granted, should send
written and signed statement of the facts within

twenty-eight

days

from

the

26TH

day

of JULY

2008 16 the Minister responsible for Nationality and
Citizenship, P.O.Box N- 7147, Nassau, Bahamas.

(In Voluntary Dissolution)

the

EDITOR, The Tribune.
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NOTICE
NOTICE
is hereby given that CINDY
HIGGS
of
CARMICHAEL ROAD, P.O. BOX CR-54287, NASSAU,
BAHAMAS, is applying to the Minister responsible for
Nationality and Citizenship, for registration/naturalization
as a citizen of The Bahamas, and that any person
who knows any reason why registration/ naturalization
should not be granted, should send a written and signed
statement of the facts within twenty-eight days from the
26TH day of JULY 2008 to the Minister responsible for
Nationality and Citizenship, P.O.Box N- 7147, Nassau,
Bahamas.

WHY have the unions a special and most valuable position in
labour law over the majority who are not union?
Over the past weeks there have been a number of letters
written asking this question and they are right — Why do the
unions have a special position under law? Why are the minister
and/or the ministry, director of labour, not permitted to intervene in a dispute between an employer and an employee, who
is not a member of a union?

Why have successive ministers and governments totally
ignored what should be as fundamental as the ILO Convention

requiring the recognising of unions but still successive governments and ministers seem not to care about the majority of us
private employees who do not wish to be part of a union but
because of our choice the law is prejudicial against us.
Minister Dion Foulkes - Prime Minister Rt Hon Hubert
Alexander Ingraham why is this so? Opposition - why do you
also support this blatant discrimination against non-union labour
who are in the majority?
I know of some horrible cases where employees have been
taken advantage of and disputes outstanding for eight-nine
years, unresolved and stress filled on the innocent employee or
in one case retirees who gave 30+ years to their employer.
JOHN

MURPHY

Nassau
June, 2008.

-
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@ BY DENISE MAYCOCK
Tribune Freeport Reporter
dmaycock@tribunemedia.net
FREEPORT - The new ethanolblended gasoline introduced in Freeport
a few months

ago is not “bad

gas,” it

was claimed yesterday — despite recent

complaints in the local press.
There have been complaints that the
change in gasoline by FOCOL — the
island’s sole fuel supplier — has caused
some clogging problems in fuel filters
and fuel injectors in vehicles.
“We are already paying nearly $6 per
gallon for gasoline and the possibility
that the gas we are putting in our vehicles might require us to pay additional
money for repairs is very vexing,” one
motorist told The Tribune.
“If there was a change in the gasoline, I think the public should have been

informed before it was introduced,” said

a taxi-cab driver. .
The Freeport Oil Company Limited
(FOCOL) introduced the ethanol-blended gasoline in May 2008 after its main
suppliers in Florida were mandated by
the US government to sell environmentally-friendly ethanol-blended gasoline,
which contain 10 per cent ethanol.
The company said it is aware of complaints regarding the new product. .

“Tt has come to our attention that the
cleaning properties of ethanol in the
ethanol-blended gasoline has caused
some fuel pumps and filters to clog, due
to the ethanol content in the gasoline
shipped to several gas stations on the
island containing slightly higher than 10
per cent ethanol,” according to a statement issued by the company.

Jeff Albury, operator of Freeport Jet
Wash, said that they were not initially
notified of the change in fuel type by
the supplier. “None of the private gas
stations were made aware that the fuel
was changing. We have now been made

aware after the fact that the fuel type has
changed,” he said.

“We are over most of the bad problems, but now it’s cleaning up the mess,
and of course everyone is screaming
that their car is not working and running
rough. We were not notified of the
change and no one told us that it cause
_ problems,” he said.
Mr Albury said that ethanol blended
fuel is not bad gas.
“There is nothing wrong with the fuel.
When ethanol fuel goes into the barge it
cleans out the contaminants in the barge;

in FOCOL

tanks; in the gas station

tanks; and even our car’gas tank; but it is

‘what the fuel picks up on the way to
“3
your engine,” he explained.

Beasae
@ By TANEKA THOMPSON
Tribune Staff Reporter
whyyouvex@tribunemedia.net

Mr Albury said when ethanol picks
up any moisture or dirt it holds it in the
molecules of the fuel and becomes like
a gel.
With the old gas, he expiained that
the water and dirt would drop to the

"Asa white Bahamian I am tired of hearing public speakers describe
the country as a ‘black nation’. I have sat in an audience with five or six
other white Bahamians and heard speakers say the Bahamas is a ‘black
nation’. I'm tired of people assuming I'm not Bahamian because I'm not
black.

"My family has been here since the 1660s, but I had a friend in high

bottom of the tank.
“The new fuel holds moisture and it
comes to be like a gel and it is having
problems going through the fuel filter. If
it can’t go through the fuel pump it
burns up and the pump would have to
be changed. The gel can also clog the

school who waas from Guyana who moved here when she was 16, but she

was better accepted as Bahamian because she is black.”
— Bahamian Woman

fuel injectors in cars, and so, it depends
on the amount of contaminants the fuel ¢

has picked up,” said Mr Albury.
“Some vehicles shut down and then
there is coughing in others. But people
out there who have problems with their
engine may not be tuning it up on a regular basis or it could be some other

"T am vex with (an Internet provider) for telling me that my Internet
continues to act up because there is too much electricity going to my
router. I have never heard such a asinine remark from people who just
dumb and lazy before. They need to come fix this before I come up with
an excuse why I don't pay my bill at the end of the month.”
— PG, Blair Estates

"T'vex because I tired of people bringing underage children to watch
rated C movies. If I wanted to be around a bunch of screaming children

while I watcla a good movie, I would have a bunch of my own and stay
home!"
— Ray M, Winton

problem. Just because a person’s vehicle
is running rough does not mean that it
has definitely been affected by the fuel
picking up dirt or moisture,” he said.
FOCOL stated that it has completed
a fuel analysis of the gasoline at the stations it supplies and is satisfied that the
fuel supply in stock is up to specifications. “We are analysing and processing
claims for auto repairs that are as a
result of the high ethanol content in our
gasoline,” the company said.

"T am vex at all of these schools and parents that teachin’ children how
to beg with all of these dollar forms in the middle of the road. I don't
mind sponsoring a basketball game or a school trip, but why don't they
organise a car wash or a bake sale? Teach these kids how to earn money and not beg - they need to learn you don't get something for nothing.”
— Sally S, ‘Cable Beach
Are you vex? Call 502-2365, or send your complaints to whyyouvex@tribunemedia.net or fax to 328-2398
es

MOVIE REVIEW
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Intelligent, comp
m@ By

JASON DONALD

WHEN director Christopher-Nolan rebooted the Batman franchise with 2005’s Batman Begins, his stark vision
couldn’t have been further
from Tim Burton’s gothic
:
stylings.
Now, with The Dark Knight,
Nolan has built upon that solid foundation to craft an intelligent, complex and riveting
blockbuster that blows away.

FOR 3 IN 1 LAWN SERVICE

Fertilizer, Fungicide,
Pest Control
Tropical Exterminators
322-2157

the rest of the summer com-

petition.
The movie picks up where
Batman Begins left off:
Gotham City fighting corruption and organised crime with
Batman (Bale) holding his
own in cleaning it up. But
when a new fearless criminal
arrives on the scene in the
form of the Joker (Ledger),
the underworld backs him in
the hope he may be able to
bring down the caped crusad-

er

Meanwhile Batman/Bruce
Wayne and Police Lieutenant
Gordon throw their support
behind Harvey Dent (Eckhart), an idealist laywer, in,
their bid to take on the mob
without vigilante methods.
But this is no simple good

hint: of irony. His presence is

SGT

all over the film and I’m sure
he’lll be remembered as the

definitive celluloid Joker.
Bale is also in fine form
again as Bruce Wayne and
Batman, adding a touch more
vulnerability this time to flesh .

_ Starring: Christian Bale, Heath Ledger,
Aaron Eckhart, Maggie Gyllenhaal

guys/bad guys morality tale.
The Dark Knight ploughs
head first into contemporary
territory by asking serious
questions about the nature of
justice.
Yet there are no easy
answers — the principal characters all have to fight their
own instincts in order to stay
within the confines of the law
when taking on the mast dan-

out the character, and there

gerous villains.
And

there

is none

more

_ dangerous than the Joker. A
wealth of superlatives have
already been used to describe
the late Heath Ledger’s performance, and he really does
live up to the hype.
Ledger’s grotesque Joker
complements Nolan’s vision
perfectly — comically sinister,
but

also real and

without

a

is strong support from Aaron
Eckhart and Maggie Gynllenhal.
The Dark Knight shows that
a blockbuster movie needn’t

be drenched in CGI or have
tongue in cheek to be suc4
cessful.
With a thinking man’s
script, a quality cast, and
Bourne-esque realism to the
setpieces, Nolan has shown

how it should be done.

Roll on number three. -

IN THIS IMAGE released by Warn-

er Bros., Heath Ledger starring as
The Joker, is shown in a scene with
Christian Bale, starring as Batman
in “The Dark Knight.”
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THE FUNERAL OF CORPORAL
2543 DESMOND BURROVVS

FAMILY members are pictured grieving at the funeral of Corporal 2543 Desmond Burrows, a 13-year veteran of the Royal Bahamas Police Force attached to the criminal records office. Burrows drowned while taking part in a police training exercise in waters off Goodman's Bay on July 16.

PHOTOS:
Tim
Clarke

CENTRAL GOSPEL CHAPEL
27TH, 2008

JULY

SUNDAY,

ch

STREETS, ° Tel: 325- 2921

CHRISTIE. & DOWDESWELL

‘| Preaching’

11:30a.m1&16:300p.m.

| speaker: MICHAELIJOHNSON

| Radio Bible Hour:
Sunday 6pm - ZNS 2
| Wed, Prayer & Praise 7:30pm

Bible Class: 9:45 a.m. + Breaking of Bread Service: 10:45 a.m.
3

. Community Outreac

Midweek Service

(We

jb

ir service: 7:00 p.m.

vs)

“Preaching the Bible as is, to men as they are”

nd Thuvedoy, ‘af each month)

;
. Sisters’ Braye Meeting: 10:00‘am

Pastor:H. Mills

i Pastor: H. Mills ¢ Phone: 393-0563 ¢ Box N-3622

THEIBAHAMASICONFERENCHIONITHEIMETHODISTICHURC
HillsidelEstates,JBalticAvenue,JOfflMackeyiStreet.
P.O.0BoxiSS-5103,JINassau,JBahamas
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Phone:1393-3726/393-2355/Fax:393-8135

mamma CHURCH SERVICES

filmy SUNDAY, JULY 27, 2008
a Ey TRINITY SUNDAY

'Girace and Peace Wesleyan Church
of The Free Methodist Church of
| ASociety

AGAPEIMETHODISTICHURCH,lSoldierlRoad
11:00AM0

0000Rev.JMarkiCarey

ASCENSIONIMETHODISTICHURCH,

‘North

America

PrincelCharlesIDrive

11:00AM = 0000Rev.0Dr.JLavernelLockhart

WHERE

GOD IS ADORED AND EVERYONE

IS AFFIRMED

COKEIMEMORIALIMETHODISTICHURCH,
BernardlRoad
11:00AM
00000Pastor?Charles]Moss

Worship Time: Lla.m. & 7p.m.

CURRYIMEMORIALIMETHODISTICHURCH,

Prayer Time: 10:15a.m. to 10:45a.m.

OZion)Boulevard

10:00AM

DO000Rev.0CharlesISweeting

Church School during Worship Service

EBENEZERIMETHODISTICHURCH,
EastiShirleylStreet

11:00AM
117:00PM

-

O0000Mrs.1KenrisiCarey
O0000Mr.JEarliPinder

Comes yjoinlusias we come together and

worshipiiord in Spirit and in Truth

GLOBALIVILLAGEIMETHODISTICHURCH,
QueenisICollegel Campus

9:30AM

D0000Connectionsl-2Rev.0Philip]Stubbs

D0000Rev.0Philip0Stubbs

SUNDAY

TRINITYIMETHODISTICHURCH,FrederickiStreet
11:00AMO0
00000Mr.0SidneylPinder

DRENEWA Lilon0Sundaylat10:300a.: mJonZNSI1

YourtHost:(0000Rev.0Dr.JLaverneR.JLockhart
DMETHODISTIMOMENTSillonteachiweekdaylat006:550a.m.
YourlHost:0000Rev.JDr.JLavernelR.JLockhart
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at Epworth

Hall

Telefax number: aaa

occas
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Service w....

|

in Nassau.

Women

from

Methodist Churches around The Bahama Islands will
attend. The Conference is being organized by the Nassau
Region Methodist Women’s Ministry under leadership of
President Sherry Williams under the theme: “Behold | Am
Doing Something New”

945 am,
1.00

LIGHT AND LIFE COMMUNITY CHURCH |

6.30 p.m.

Grounded
selective Bible Teaching

Worship time: lam & 7pm

Royal Rangers (Boys Club) 4-16 ys.

Sunday

Missionettes (Girls Club} 4-16 yrs.

Youth Ministry Meeting

{Baillou Hill Rd & Chapel Street) RO.Box CB-13046
The Holy Ghost Prayer-Line number is 326-7427

(www.gtwesley.org)

SUNDAY, JULY 27TH, 2008
7:00 am: Bro. Mark Carey/ Bro. Jamicko Forde
11:00 am: Bro. Ernest Miller/Sis. Lily Benson
7:00 pm: Sis. Tezel Anderson/Board of Visitation,
Outreach & Social Witness
Ppa
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Sundays at 8:30 a.m,

School:

9:45am

Prayer time: 6:30pm

FRIDAY at 7:30 p.m.

Place:

RADIO MINISTRY

Grant’s Cowon Wesley Methodist Church

In The Past &

Geared To The Future

WEDNESDAY at 7:30 p.m.
|

|

COME
TO
WORSHIP.
LEAVE
TO
SERVE
eer

oe OK KO oH eK OK KK KK

The Women of the Bahamas Conference of The Methodist
Church will meet in Retreat this coming weekend, July
25-27,

P.O.Box
SS-563]
Telephone number: 324-2538

SERVICES

Aull EGUCOHON
WOISHID SQMICE
Spanish ServiCe
Evening Worship

RADIOIPROGRAMMES

2A HE OK gO

Minister: Rev. Henley Perry

ee
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Sunday School foraliages... 9.45a.m.
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ST.MICHAELiSIMETHODISTICHURCH,0ChurchilltAvenue

9:30AM

—

oe
_ OPPORTUNITIES FOR

O0000Rev.0ChristopheriNeely

8:00AM

, Place: Twynam Heights

The Madeira Shopping
- ZNS | - TEMPLE TIME

Center

Visit Our Book Store: TEMPLE BIBLE & BOOK SUPPLY

EVANGELISTIC TEMPL.
Assembly Of God

Collins Avenue at 4th Terrace Centreville
Oa Ree OOo aK
Pau mC aCe Oa Ca CRU
Ue Culaes

E

(Next door to CIBC)

Rev: Dr. Franklin Knowles

ALL ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND
Pastor: Rev. Dr Franklin Knowles
P.O .Box EE-16807
lephone number 325-5712

TAIL - lynnk@ batelnet.bs
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@ BY MEGAN REYNOLDS
Tribune Staff Reporter

MULTI-FACETED
to Haiti
mission
aimed not only to fulfil the spiritual and physical needs of
impoverished people, but also
to raise Bahamians’ awareness
of their plight.
The extent of Port-de-Paix's
chronic unemployment and lack
of services was witnessed by the
23 Grace Short-Term Missionaries and myself on a grinding
daily basis spent living in basic
accommodation at a local lady's
house.
We saw how parents are
forced to give up their children
for adoption because they are
not able to feed them, and how

the House of Hope orphanage
strives to care for children
unlikely to be adopted.
We learned how lack of mon-

ey and food has driven desperate families unable to get food
to make soup out of earth with
unripe mangoes, and eat mud.
We saw how families are
forced apart, when a mother or
father, in the hope of saving
their families, will risk their life

by taking an overcrowded
to a country where there
be a chance of earning a
tainable income.
Co-team leader of the

ry

misan

Major,

Jewel

team

sions

boat
will
sus-

attorney at the international
section of the Attorney General's office, started the church's

missions after her first visit ‘to -

Haiti in 1987.
She said: "There is a lot more
poverty in Port-de-Paix than in
the rural areas of Haiti we have
been to, and we saw the daily
life of people, and how they
have nothing to do.
"We saw a lot of hopelessness, and when you look at
those kids you really thought,
'where are they going to go?'”

They are so limited to what they
can do."

Haiti is a failed state, with little or no sanitation, utility or

medical services provided by

the Government, and Miss
Major estimates 85 per cent of
services in Haiti are sustained

RCO
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SEE page 16

DESPERATE: A starving Pierre
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RBC WEALTH MANAGEMENT
is considering suitable applications for

Senior Client Advisor

THE EYES HAVE IT: Children in the streets of Port-de-Paix

UNSANITARY: With no refuse collection, people have created an unof-.
:
of Port-de-Paix
ee
GE UmerUsey-Cofem toi

FG CAPITAL MARKETS

BROKERAGE & ADVISORY SERVICES
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BAHAMAS.COM FOR M
52wk-Low

1.51

Abaco Markets

Previous Close

Security _

1.81

11.60 _ Bahamas Property Fund
9.30

Bank of Bahamas

3.49
1.48

Bahamas Waste
Fidelity Bank

Benchmark

0.85

10.75
2.35

11.80

11.80

9.30

9.30

0.00

"9.89

0.89

14.04
2.88

14.04
2.88

3.63

3.49
2.35
7.00

4.80 | Commonwealth Bank (S1)

so

ee

14.25
6.00

0.20

Bahamas Supermarkets

é

:
Fund

Name

3.0008

2.7399

1.3467

Colina MSI Preferred Fund

Colina Money Market Fund

3.7969

3.3971

Fidelity Bahamas

G & | Fund

28.8

0.728
0.650

0.280
0.570

11.0
19.2

1.38%

1.40%

93

0.308

0.040

0.550

0.450

21.2

3.86%

0.386

0.140

14.3

2.53%

0.00
0.00

0.000
0.035

0.000
0.000

N/M
12.6

0.00%
0.00%

0.00
0.00

1.023
0.180

0.620
0.000

11.7
55.6

5.17%
0.00%

0.00

11.65

0.00

0.00
0.00

7,870

3.50%
4.56%

5.45%

13.5

0.300

0.407

0.00

5.50”

0.052

0.131

Last Price

Ask $

0.40

Weekly Vol.

4.11%
7.80%

-0.023

13.4
NM

0.35

0.600
0.480

N/M

0.00%

0.000

43.00

41.00

4.450

2.750

9.0

6.70%

14.60

15.60

14.00

1.160

0.900

13.4

6.16%

0.45

0.55

enterprise

1.323145"**

YTD%

2.41%

2.990639°**

-0.34%

3.6007***

-5.17%

1.401975°*"**"

1.96%

proposition

is

Delivery of client satisfaction, client loyalty and
entretenti

chent retenuon.
Identify client needs in order to present unbiased
:

:

enterprise

solutions

:

independently ae

supporting team ot professionals

through

a

Interested persons should apply by
Friday August 1, 2008 to:

Shelly Mackey
Royal Bank of Canada

-0.023

0.000

N/M

Box

Nassau,

N-3024
N.P,

Bahamas

Email: Shelly.Mackey@rbc.com

0.00%

BISX Listed Mutual Funds
NAV

value

offered at least once a year

P.O.

Yield

P/E

Div $

EPS $
1.160
0.000

14.60
6.00

15.60
6.25

full HNW

Ensure

International Wealth Management

Securities

41.00

0.45 _

_

RNDHoldings

1.2576

1.4020

0.14

1.74%
1.39%

11.5
62.6

0.240
0.040

4.224
0.046

Colina Qver-The-Counter Securities

ee

Colina Bond Fund

:

0.35

RND Holdings

14.00

52wk-Low

14.60
6.00

Bahamas Supermarkets
Caribbean Crossings (Pref)

ABDAB

y

Bid $

Symbol

41.00
0.40

coe

S277

2.85

Fidelity Over-The-Counter

!

peeks

52wk-Low |

ee

4.29%

12.00
10.00

J. S. Johnson
Premier Real Estate

3.37%

0.030

15.6:

12.00
10.00

8.60
10.00

NIM

1.72%

0.300

1.00
0.44

5.50

14.5

0.449

1.00
U.44

5.50

0.160

0.00

0.00

ICD Utilities

0.643

7.00

5.53

1.00
0.41

1.69%

-0.823

0.00
0.00

5.53

Focol Class B Preference
Freeport Concrete

10.9

2.58%
1.70%

Focol (S)

5.05

| 0.200

16.7
42.7

8.00
12.50

FirstCaribbean Bank

1.086

0.090
0.040

8.00
12.50

11.65

Coordinate Annual Reviews

0.209
0.055

Famguard
Finco

11.65

P/E

Div

$

0.00
0.00

6.02
12.50

2.85

EPS

Responsibilities Include:
e Manage and expand a portfolio of High Net Worth
clients from around the World, but primarily from
Latin America
Relationship Management and growth of long-term
profitab5 le client relation;ships

3.49
2.35.

Consolidated Water BDRs

Doctor's Hospital

Vol.

0.00

3.20

2.25

a

Daily

Change

Today's Close

0.00

Cable Bahamas
Colina Holdings

oe$

ORE DATA & INFORMATION

The successful candidate should possess the
following qualifications:
e University degree and professional designation or
certificates in the areas of Financial Planning,
business and accounting
Fluent in written and oral Spanish and French
Proven track record in sales and relationship
management
A minimum of 5 years experience in providing
financial advice & solutions to affluent and high net
worth clients
Basic knowledge of RBC Wealth Management’s client
solutions
Proven relationship management and client service
skills
Proven ability to service Latin American clients
Proven ability to lead, coach and motivate employees
Previous experience required in a senior private
’ banking role
Strong sales acumen

Last 12 Months

DivS

}

5.21%

9.15%

4.23%

9.38%
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Yield%
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NATIONAL CHILDREN’S CHOIR WINS POLISH COMPETITION

Bahamas on the map in Poland
THE results are in and the
Bahamas National Children’s
Choir is celebrating. On the last
day of its concert tour in Poland,
the choir won its division and
placed second overall in the 43rd
International Choral Festival held
in the fishing town of Miedzyzdroje.
The more thari 40 children in
the choir were invited to Poland
by a Polish youth choir that visited the Bahamas in December of
2007. At the same time they were
invited to participate in the competition.
After giving performances at a
school, the local parliament, a historical church and castle all in

URZAD MIASTA
SELLER

CHOIR performs at

“No 34 School”

founder Audrey Dean Wright;
“Dona Nobis Pacem”; Bahamian favourites “Mr Fisher”,

highlights of this year’s tour.
Following the tour in Poland, '
the choir arrived in London
where members spent four days

“Bahamas is calling You” and

touring,

“The Glory Train” by Jerry Estes;

Szczecin, it was on the bus and

off to Miedzyzdroje for the competition. The members were
allowed a few hours sleep before

in Szczecin, PaEntl

“Ghost Move Medley”.
The performance ended with
they were on stage.
an abbreviated rush-out into the
The competition, which took
audience and outside the hall.
place over several days, was in its.
The excitement was high and
last night of performances.
Members of the packed audi- - long before the results came last
weekend, the directors, young
torium could be seen nodding
performers and more than 30 parduring much of the evening.
ents and friends knew that the
However, when the bright yellow
choir had out performed their
vests and Androsian print tops
graced the stage, even the judges . competitors.
In between performances in
were seen moving to the rhythmic
Poland, the choir found time to
sounds of the Bahamas National
do a little sightseeing, and each
Children’s Choir.
choir member was able to spend
Their repoitoire for the comone full day with a Polish farhily.
petition included: “Africa” by
rehearsals, and a few hours later

This, they said, was one of the

attended

performing

and

even

!

a live, on-stage perfor-

mance of the renowned musical,
the Sound of Music.

Bahamian High Commissioner to London Paul Farquarson
and his wife Sharon Farquarson,
received the children for a courtesy call and also hosted a special concert for them at St James
Church in Piccadilly.
Each year, the choir embarks
on an ambitious concert tour usu-

ally to some far away country
which provides a learning experience for the children that choir
director Patricia Bazard says is
second to none.
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TURNS FROM THE FRONT PAGE

Police van
kills toddler in
Grand Bahama

The Bahamas ranked sixth most popular destination for Americans
FROM page one
strategies to attract more US

FROM page one
«

ance , builditig,
He stopped to allow two adults and a child to cross the road.
After he reportedly pulled off, another child suddenly ran out

into the road, across the path of the police vehicle, and was struck.
Supt Rahming said the officer immediately stopped.
He then took the child to the trauma section at Rand Memorial
Hospital, where the child died.
Mr Rahming said investigations revealed that the child was
attempting to catch up with the woman and the other child, whom
the officer had ‘stopped to allow to cross the road, when the accident
occurred.

Traffic police are investigating.

retailer may stop sales

by Visa Inc.
hard to keep them at home,”

global tourism and a safe, reliable and global payment acceptance network for Visa card-

said Vicente Echeveste, Global

holders,” Echeveste added.

Travel and Fourism head at
Visa Inc. “Even though Amer-

The study also found a number of Americans were planning their vacations close to
home because of the economic
slowdown.
“One of the top three reasons

“Americans love to travel; it’s

icans aren’t going as far this
year, the fact that they continue
to exhibit a strong willingness
to travel overseas reinforces
international tourism as a strong
driver of global economic
growth.”
_ “Understanding where and

the next year are interested in
travelling overseas in the

mitted to providing tourism.

respondents gave for not trav-

elling overseas was that they
were planning to travel in the
US this year,” Visa Inc said.
Of respondents who said
international travel was unlikely this year, 54 per cent noted
travel costs as a barrier while
49 per cent listed the current

how visitors are spending their

money is of significant value to
governments and ‘the global
tourism industry. Visa is com-

FROM page one

The

two men

returned

en police

a false name.

_ edly told police that he was
promised payment for his role
in the transport of the drugs
although he did not know how
much he would be paid.
Lightbourne admitted in
court that he had spent time in
prison for possession of an unlicensed firearm. His attorney
told the court that his client was
the father of five children and
was going through a rough time
when the incident occurred. Mr
Cargill noted that his client had
been forthright with the court.
Magistrate Bethel sentenced
Lightbourne to three years in
prison on the charge of possession of dangerous drugs with
the intent to supply. His sentence on the charge of conspiracy to possess dangerous drugs

admitted that Thomas Rigby is,
in fact, his real name.

to

‘court yesterday where Lightbourne attorney Ian Cargill
members, as 75 per cent of gas station operators say they are facasked
that
the
charges
be
read
ing financial ruin.
pleaded
Lightbourne
again.
The BPRA said that the 19 cent per gallon margin of diesel
guilty
to
the
charges
of
possesneeds be increased. They also called for an increase in business
sion
of
marijuana
with
the
licence fees, which are currently paid on the dollar value of gas sold,
intent
to
supply
and
conspiracy
rather than volume.
to possess dangerous drugs with
Gross profits on gasoline, according to the BPRA, fell from
the intent to supply. Burrows
‘ 15.7 per cent to 7.79 per cent between 2002 and 2008, while business
’
maintained
his
plea
of
not
guilty
fees increased 101.79 per cent.
to
all
charges.
On diesel, the BPRA said that gross profits decreased from ©
Lightbourne
admitted
in
11.66 per cent to 3.1 per cent over the same period, while business
court
yesterday
that
he
had
givlicence fees increased by 276.07 per cent.
He

The prosecution then proceeded to have him charged
with deceit of a public officer,
citing that he had deceived Corporal 2670 Robinson by giving
the false name John Alexander
Lightbourne. He pleaded guilty
to the charge.
According to, Inspector
Ercell Dorsette, Lightbourne
told police that while on Exuma
he had been approached by his
co-accused who had asked him
to help in the transport of some
“weed” to Nassau. Lightbourne

told police that the drugs were
collected from a cay in the Exumas and put on a boat. According to Inspector Dorsette, Lightbourne told police that they
began experiencing engine
problems near the south-eastern tip of New Providence and
that is when police apprehended them. Lightbourne report-

neering” for residential and
commercial use, has brought to

the Bahamian market in the last
nine months.
Former inventor Mr Smith
spoke to The Tribune outside
the Caribbean Regional Sustainable High Level Seminar
which took place this week at
the Sheraton Cable Beach
Resort about his intention to
give Bahamians “new ways to
save money on energy, live
healthier and keep the Bahamas
beautiful.”
As the country struggles
under the burden of powering
itself in the face of rising oil
prices and the debate over the
need to preserve our environmental resources begins to gain
prominence, Mr Smith said that
his business is filling a niche for
a “viable alternative energy
company” and the response has
been “absolutely great.”

_knows

how

to,

there’s

no

licensed professionals really to
tell them, “This is what you can
do’. With us if you call us for a
job, we'll come down, find out

your average kilowatt usage and
give you a solution to cutting
that.”
Among products and services
they provide are remote power
generation plants, air-conditioning units and heating and
cooling systems - all powered
by renewables like sun or wind,
or geothermal - and environmentally-friendly water sanitation products.
On Wednesday, Minister of
the Environment Earl Deveaux,

along with numerous high-level
individuals from multilateral
organisations and the United
States government, stressed the
need for Caribbean nations to

ellers in 2008, according to the

survey.
The 2008 US International
Travel Outlook is based on
phone interviews with 1,000
adult Americans who hold a
credit card or a debit card and
have travelled outside: the US...:
in the past three years.: ..

From May 12-22, 2008; ;1,000.
respondents were interviewed by Western Wats, oe to
Visa Inc’s website.

diversify their energy sources
on a State level, bringing more
renewables

into the mix, and

reducing their dependency on
oil.
The time for talking is over,
and solutions are urgently needed, suggested speakers.
Mr Smith said his company
is committed to keeping down
the cost of their products so that
regular people can use them despite the fact that it is “getting
killed” by high import duty
rates.
“We believe that it will be
impossible to change the tides

Excellent collection of “Diamond Tennis Braclet” |
“Diamond Wedding Ring, Necklaces

SPECIAL OFFER
SE
MATTE

use the product after testing it

TT
go

out.

sumers

ly cheaper,” said Mr Smith.
With evidence increasing that
exposure to chlorine can
increase the risk of certain illnesses such as bladder cancez,
the use of the chemical, particularly around children, is
becoming increasingly unpopular.

said Mr Smith.
WSWC is in partnership with
large European and American
companies, Sepco and Joliet
Technology, who manufacture
and guarantee their products.
It has also launched a “Clean
Pools for Green Schools” -

} on all Jewelry

in Nassau, has also decided to

ble to chlorine, now it’s actual-

can’t afford to do so,”

, OFF

adding that outside of the programme, Independent Pool Services, which maintains 140 pools

environmental crisis’ if con-

He was ordered to uerenicler:
his travel documents and report
to the Rolleville police station
every Monday, Wednesday and
Saturday before 5pm. The case
was adjourned to February 10.

‘Clearance Sale

Queen’s College will be switching over,” said Mr Smith,

and’

of our country’s energy

two sureties.

» Nassau, Bahamas ¢ Phone: 328-4477, 328-4476

offering Nassau schools cutprice “green” pool sanitation
products to replace traditional
chlorine-based products.
“Tambearly school has been
on the product for the last four
months, the Lyford Cay School
is switching over in August and

“Nine months ago (the price
of the products) was compara-

_ with the intent to supply was
taken into consideration with
the three-year sentence. Lightbourne was’also fined $10,000.
If he fails to pay the fine
before his three-year sentence
expires, he will have to spend
an additional year in jail. Lightbourne was sentenced to three
months in prison on the charge
of deceit of a public officer.
Tory Burrows, represented
by attorney Gregory Hilton,
was granted $10,000 bail with

SS-6327, East & Bay Street North, Betty Kay Building,

huge saver, says businessman
FROM page one

{

the Caribbean rounding out the
list of the most popular foreign
destinations for American trav-

’

‘Green’ light-bulbs could be
“There’s been more interest
than I expected. In the
Bahamas right now everybody
wants to change and nobody

state of the economy.
Distance appears to rule travel decisions for Americans this
year, with Western Europe and

Man jailed for three years in drug case

$953,400.

FROM page one

data to help drive sustainable

vacationers and plans to brief
the public shortly.
The study found that two out
of three people polled (or 63
per cent) “are equally or more
willing to travel” compared to
last year. Half of that number
said they were likely. to travel
internationally within a year
with Canada and Mexico the
likely destinations outside the
US
“Seventy-four per cent of
respondents who said they are
not travelling internationally in

with intent to supply; importation of dangerous drugs with
intent to supply, conspiracy to
possess dangerous drugs with
intent to supply and conspiracy
. toimport darigerous drugs with
intent to supply. Police reportedly seized 691 pounds of mar* jjuana with a street value of

Diesel crisis: another

future,” according to a release

is just $299

©

Half A CTS
“Diamond Studs”

EE ety

BUY BOTH & SAVE $50 AS CASH
Shop Now, Save Now, Invest Now.
;

EVERYTHING MUST GO!
For limited time 21st - 27th July

(All sales are final, offer not combinable

with discounted

items)
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Favre
plans to
report to
camp
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See page 11

Derek Smith/BIS Photo

WELLINGTON MILLER pulled
off a thrilling victory for the
post of president.

@ By BRENT STUBBS
Senior Sports Reporter

:

bstubbs@tribunemedia.net_
NOW

they

that

have

}

formed the new era of lead- :
ership in the Bahamas :
Olympic Association, the :
NEWLY executive officers of the Bahamas Olympic Association paid a courtesy cll on the new Minister of Sports, Desmond Bannister yesterday at the Ministry of Sports.
question is what’s ahead for : Above from left are Anton Sealy, vice president; Algernon Cargill, vice president, Rommel Knowles, secretary general; Dianne Miller, assistant treasurer; Bannister; Mike
:
the presidents of the various : “Sands, vice president; Wellington Miller, président; Minister of State for Culture, Charles Maynard and Permanent Secretary, Archie Nairn.
federations elected to serve :
for the next four years?
Wellington,

‘the Peace-

Derek Smith/BIS Photo

What's ahead
for the BOA?

New BOA board meets
;

maker’ Miller, who pulled off}
a thrilling 12-11 victory over :
the Rev. Enoch Backford for ;
the post of president on :
Thursday night at the Nassau :
Yacht Club, said there’s.no :
reason why he can’t continue :
to serve as the president of :
the Amateur Boxing Associ- :
ation of the Bahamas.

“There’s nothing cousins

tional that sat that because

with Minister of Sports
:

I’m the president of the BOA}
I can’t be the president of the *:
Amateur Boxing Association” i
of the’ Baliamas,” Miller’ Stat-—

ed.

3

“] know it has happened in
many other countries. But if it
comes down to a conflict of
interest, then I will have to
make a decision on what Iwill

‘do.”
Miller, who has been at the
helm of the association for the

;
:
;

7
:

opportunity for them to suc- }
ceed.

now.'I have to focus on all of:

m@ By BRENT STUBBS
Senior Sports Reporter
bstubbs@tribunemedia.net

:

the Olympic sports,” Miller

:

pointed out. “When I sit.in
the Olympic chair, that’s for

:
:

everybody, so I have to con-

:

siderate of that. Even though:
the

override

sports.”

With the ABAB

other

:

some people to come in and

:

take over the federation and

}

I’ve already gotten two calls

:

since I took over s the BOA}

president,” Miller stated.
“They are people who have
been

}
:

around, so I think it’s :

good for the association.”
Bahamas Softball Federation president Rommel ‘Fish’

Culture,

assured

:

SEE page 10

they met

to discuss

the

the officers that his ministry

will be a very sports friendly ministry.
Bannister was accompanied by Minister of State for Culture, Charles Maynard; Permanent Secretary Archie
Nairn and Deputy Permanent Secretary Eugene Pinder.

:

“T’ve been trying to get

of Sports,

way forward for sports in general in the
Bahamas.
And Bannister said he had planned to
sit and congratulate the officers and

out

‘the Peacemaker’ Miller,

the new president who ousted the Rev.
Enoich Backford with a'12-11 count at
the elections held on Thursday night at
the Nassau Yacht Club, attended along
with six of his officers.
They were vice presidents Algernon
Cargill, Anton Sealy and Mike Sands;
secretary general Rommel Knowles;
treasurer Larry Wilson and assistant
treasurer Dianne Miller. |
Bannister told the new executives,

whom he said he know all very well,
that it is his aim to work through any
problems that they might encounter.
“We might have some differences and
I think we will have some differences
going ahead in some areas,” Bannister
stated. “Where we have some differences, we will try to work them out.

“There will never be a situation
where this ministry is not working in
the best interest of sports, not with this
PS and not with these ministers here. If
anything like that comes up, every president of federations have my cell phone
and my e-mail. So I expect that we will
have the kind of relationship where you
will let me know.”
Stating that he’s not looking forward
to any confrontations, Bannister

said

they will support the ROA and they
hope that they won’t lose track of their
mandate.
Miller, who only joined forces with the
_ federations during the week of the elections after serving as a vice president of

1 eine BEUSg

SEE page 10

@ By BRENT STUBBS
Senior Sports Reporter
bstubbs @tribunemedia.net
SPRINTER Debbie FergusonMcKenzie turned in a third place finish
in the women’s 200 metres at the Aviva London

Grand Prix as she contin-

ued her trek towards the Olympic
Games in Beijing, China.
The meet, which wraps up today, is
the final major event before the
Games get underway on August 8.
Ferguson-McKenzie ran 22.84 sec-

the five meets she’s competed
far this year.
The list is headed by Simpson
54, followed by France’s Muriel
tis-Houairi with 50 and Knight

onds to come behind
Jamaican Sherone
Simpson (22.70) and
American Bianca
Knight (22.79) and
just ahead of American Allyson Felix
(22.84).
With her performance, FergusonMcKenzie moved

in so

with
Hurwith

46.
Ferguson-McKenzie is also in 11th in

the 100. Veteran sprinter Chandra
Sturrup in the women’s 100 with 44
points from five meets. Jamaican
Sheri-Ann Brooks, who also competed

into fourth place on.

in five meets, have 58 points to lead

the World Athletic
Tour’s list with a
total of 44 points in

the race.
Also yesterday, Donald Thomas
competed in the men’s high jump,

FergusonMcKenzie

clearing 7-feet, 4 1/2-inches, the same
as three other competitors, but he ended up eighth on more knockdowns.
Winning the competition was
Andrey Silnov of Russia with 7-9 3/4.
Great Britain’s Germaine Mason took
second with 7-7 and Linus Thornbald
of Sweden was third with 7-5 3/4.

Thomas now sit in 13th spot with 14

points from three meets. ‘Vhornbald

heads the list with 42 from four meets,

Silnov is second with 38 from two
meets and Sweden's Stefan Holm is

SEE page 10
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|
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Ferguson-McKenzie finishes third at Aviva London Grand Prix

going to :

ning the affairs of the BOA.

Minister

aay

any differences we encounter

Desmond Bannister.
As the two bodies came together yesterday at the Ministry of Youth, Sports

Neen

elections next year, Miller said :
he doesn’t intend to continue :
on as the president so.that he :
can devote more time to run- :

—

cers of the Bahamas Olympic Association was voted in, they paid a courtesy

my love is for boxing, that :

won’t

Bannister: We will work

ONE day after the newly elected offi-

and

ae

heyVET

ede

call on the new

past 16 years, said he won’t :
be offering any preferential;
treatment to boxing, but he :
hope to ensure that the amateur boxers are afforded every:
“T just can’t focus on boxing

YA

the World
Apply Online
NOW!
wwweford models.com/saidw apply!
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Lundberg.
Sandelin lead
Russian Open

BOA hoard
Iembers meet
with minister
FROM page 9
the previous board that was
elected in May, assured Ban-

nister that his executives
don’t intend to have any confrontation as they are all federation executives who know
what it was to suffer and they

are happy to be in the position that they are in.
“We are happy to be
together and we have some
short term plans that we hope
: to put into effect soon, then
: we will work on our long
: term goals,” Miller stressed.

American John Daly
missed the cut for the
second straight week
@ GOLF
NAKHABINO, Russia
Associated Press
FORMER champion Mikael
Lundberg and Jarmo Sandelin
each shot 8-under 64 to share a
one-stroke lead Friday after the
_ second

round

of the Russian

Open as John Daly missed the
cut for the second straight
week.
Lundberg and Sandelin were
at 13-under 131. Both Swedes
started the day two shots
behind four first-round leaders.
Robert Rock of England (64)
was in third.
Daly,

PGA
1995

who

won

the

Championship
British Open,

1991

and the
shot 73 to

miss the cut by one stroke after
being tied for 76th place at 143.
The American also missed the
cut at the British Open and at
the BMW International Open
in June.
Daly had twe birdies and a
bogey on the front nine, but
opened with a double bogey on
the back. He made a birdie on

the next hole, but a bogey on
the par-3 16th left him out of
contention.
Lundberg, who won the 2005
Russian Open on the fourth
extra hole of playoff for his first
European title, opened with a
birdie and an eagle that was
immediately followed by two
bogeys.
He then made two birdies

before the turn and five more:

“We will work shoulder and

i shoulder with the ministry in
any way that we can.”
Bannister said that immediately after the Olympic:
Games in Beijing, China next
month, his ministry will host a
Sports Leadership Seminar.
“There are some very
pressing issues in sports. If

on the back nine.
“I think I actually played a
bit better from tee to green yesterday, but I got more out of it
today,” Lundberg said.
_Sandelin, a five-time winner

: -you look at the Sports Act of
: the Bahamas, the thing the

on the European Tour, started

on the back nine and had five
birdies. He dropped his first
hole

after the

turn, but

last amendment to that was
in 1974 or somewhere around

then

picked up a birdie immediately
and closed the round with three
consecutive birdies.
“It was pretty good,”
Sandelin said. “I have been
working hard and will do my
best-and, hopefully, I can get it
going over the weekend and I
will be even more comfortable.”
The first-round leaders had
a miserable day. Joakim Back-

that,” he pointed out.
. “Sports, over the last few

: decades, have become very
sophisticated and that act has
to be amended so that it can
: be more flexible to sports
associations.”

He said that his ministry

will consult the BOA on leg: islature for the way forward.
And secondly, he said
:
:
i,
;
:
_|

strom of Sweden, David Carter

of England and Roope Kakko
of Finland all shot 73 and were
at 138. Fredrik Henge of Sweden (77) was a further four
strokes back.
Former top-ranked Russian
tennis player Yevgeny Kafelnikov and NHL forward Alex
Kovalev,

who

received

cards from the organizers, were
last in the 144-man field at 25 °

Over two rounds, Kafelnikov

conventions as it relates to
Doping in sports and it’s
important to get involved
because the Bahamas has not
moved forward in terms of
anti-doping.
“Tt is time

i
;.
:;
;
:
;

wild

over and 40 over, respectively.

there are three international

DANNY WILLETT, of England, ‘ines up his putt during the second day of Russian Open golf chample
onship at Moscow Country Club in Nakhabino, outside Moscow, Friday, July 25, 2008.

So when

: for legislation for anti-dop; ing.”
Bannister called for a mas: sive educational programme
on anti-doping. If it’s not

2005.
The Russian Open became a
full-fledged European Tour
‘event in 2006.

done,

Bannister

Ivan Sekretarev/AP Photo

from people who are
making news in their
neighbourhoods. Perhaps
you are raising funds for a
good cause, campaigning |
| for improvements in the
area or have won an
award.
If so, call us on 322-1986

JOHN DALY, of the United States, tees off during the second day of Russian Open golf championship
at Moscow Country Club in Nakhabino, outside Moscow, Friday, July 25, 2008.

and share your story.
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July 26th- August 4th, 2008

Qson
vA

Tour list.
Chris ‘Bay’ Brown,

out front with
meets as well.

tives that while they pulled
off a very close election,

'£ there were some federations

that were on the opposite
side and he said they have to
: find a way to draw into the

fold.
And he also noted that
there are some sporting bod-

ies, which are not apart of
thje BOA, but are Olympic
sports and they too need to
i; become involved.

who

five meets.

96 from

five

While he didn’t compete,
Leevan ‘Superman’ Sands
remains in second place in
the men’s triple jump with 41
points
in
five
meets.
Grenada’s Randy Lewis is
out front with 50 from four
meets.
In the women’s javelin,
Lavern Eve has accumulated
14 points from two meets for
12th place. Barbora Spotako-

va of the Czech Republic is
out front with 40 points from
four meets.
And

in the women’s

400,

Christine Ameritil is tied for
17th with Monica Hargrove
of the United States and
Folasade Abugan from Nigeria with 12 points apiece.
While Hargrove has only ran
in one

meet,

Amertil

and

Abugan has done two each.

The list is compiled, based
on the performances of the
athletes in the meets in
Europe. The top performers
will be invited to compete in
the Grand Prix final at the
end of the season.

What’s ahead for the BOA?

| Sseers
Fl he

August Ist, 2008

Se

Bet

Goggles
Mall at Marathon

Fax:

of the men’s 400 that will be
ran today. Bain, however, is
not on the World Athletics

American Jeremy Wariner is

Sseason opens

aE

Derrick
Atkins,
who
also
FROM page 9
skipped the meet, is also sitthird with 36 from three
ting in second place in the
meets.
men’s 100 with 66 points from
Andretti Bain was the only
five meets. Jamaican Nesta
other Bahamian entered in
Carter tops the list with 70
the meet. He is in race one _ from five meets.

list with 74 from
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for Beijing, is second on the
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Ferguson-McKenzie finishes
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said

“? "real mess.
He also advised the execu-
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this sum-

: want to do, is to consult you

The Tribune wants to hear
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Rec

we have

i mit, one of the things we

made par at 17 holes and had
his first birdie, a big improvement since only making par at
four holes in his goif debut in

your

for the

Bahamas as a country to
move forward on this antidoping issue. If we don’t do
it, your member federations
when they travel internationally will have problems.

Bahamas

Share
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bi a

393-4002
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9:00am-9:00pm
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FROM page 9
Knowles, who takes up anoth-

er key position as secretary
general of the BOA, said he
too will remain in office with
the BSF until they go to the
poll in February.
“T will continue to serve in

_ both capabilities up until the
election,” charged Knowles,
who have indicated that they
have already occupied the
BOA’s office as they try to see
if they can have long jumper
Jackie Edwards added to the
Bahamian team as she wasn’t
ratified by the outgoing regime.
“The challenge is the deadline has already been passed
for submitting names, but we
are hoping that they will extend
us that courtesy of adding her

to the team,” Knowles pointed

out.
At

the same

time, Knowles

said that with the Olympics set
to start on August 8, the new
executive board is also looking at the possibility of
whether or not he and Miller
can make the trip to Beijing to
become acclimatized with their
peers.
“I know that the Chef de
Mission (Vincent WallaceWhitfield) and the business
manager (Livingstone Bostwick) should be removed
because they’ve done an excellent job from all accounts,” he
stated.
“The Beijing committee said
the Bahamas has been very
organized in getting in all of
their forms on time. So I don’t
suspect that there will be any
changes in the key positions.”

But Miller said both he and
Miller would like to get their
introduction to the International Olympic Committee and
the Pan American Sports
Organization.
“If we can be accredited,
that would be okay, but we

know it’s going to be tough
because of the rules that are
in place in Beijing,” he
summed up. “But we will try
our best to make sure that we
can get there.”
Felipe Munoz, who represented PASO as he conducted the BOA’s
elections,

informed the new board that
it would probably be in their
best interest to allow the management team in place to stay
on and then they can make
plans to step up to the IOC
and PASO after the games.
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Sastre and Evans close in on showdo
m@ CYCLING
SAINT-ETIENNE,
Associated

victory by just 23 seconds to
Alberto Contador of Spain last

France

year, the 31-year-old Evans is

Press

For race leader Carlos Sastre and his main
rival, Cadel Evans, there is one last observa-

tion round remaining before Saturday's

obsessed with making amends.
He is fourth overall and trails
the 33-year-old Sastre by 1:34
seconds — a time deficit he will
try and overturn in Saturday’s
32.9-mile clock race.

showdown time trial that should decide the

“It’s not so bad, but I’d rather
be five minutes in front,” Evans

new Tour de France champion.

Both have been on the podium before, Evans as runner-up
last year, and Sastre was in third
place the year before. Now, at
the peak of their racing careers,
glory is a stop watch away for
both.
.
Sastre, who

is Spanish, held

his lead in Thursday’s undulating
18th stage, which saw Germany’s
Marcus Burghardt win in a sprint
finish to Saint-Etienne after the
main pack of riders did not bother to chase down a two-man
breakaway.
Friday’s 19th stage is expected
to be much the same: a group ©
of sprinters will likely get away
early to contest the win while
Evans,

looking

to become

the

first Australian to ever win the
Tour, and Sastre save energy for

said. “We’ll see on Saturday.”
Schleck and Bernhard Kohl
Saturday.
of Austria, who is in third place,
“There was no reason to lead
are only seconds ahead of
a crazy attack,” Sastre said
Evans. Neither is strong enough
Thursday after keeping his lead
to withstand him in Saturday’s
of 1 minute, 24 seconds over
time trial.
Team CSC teammate Frank
While Sastre and Evans are
Schleck. “It’s better to rest well
not likely to lose time on Frifor Saturday and keep my enerday, the main danger could
gy for the time trial.”
come from’a crash on narrow
Evans, spared the obligatory
roads as non-Tour contenders
post-stage briefing that the Tour
vie for a shot at a rare and lucraleader has to do, ducked into
tive career stage win.
his team van and sped off,
“T think a lot of guys still want
shielded as always by the same’
to win a stage, so it will be very
burly Belgian bodyguard that
nervous for sure,” said Marc
used to look after seven-time . Sargeant, who is Evans’ sporting
winner Lance Armstrong.
director on the Silence-Lotto
Like Armstrong was, Evans
team.
is doing all he can to block
The Tour contenders were
everything from his mind except
not interested in following the
winning the Tour.
25-year-old Burghardt and Car- Having missed out on Tour
los Barredo of Spain as they

flew out in front in Thursday’s
122.1-mile trek, shortly after riders left from Bourg-d’Oisans.
“(Barredo) tried to always
stay behind me, and attack from
behind,” Burghardt said after

Redskins WR

handing Team Columbia its fifth
stage of the Tour — Britain’s
Mark Cavendish got the other
four. “I was very focused, and he
couldn’t get away.”
Italian rider Damiano Cunego
crashed heavily, and by the time
he flopped over the finish line, a
thick bandage was absorbing the
blood that was dripping off his
shredded chin onto his torso.
The 2004 Giro d’Italia winner went to Saint-Etienne hospital for check ups and quit the
race.
“Cunego will go back to Italy
tomorrow,” the 26-year-old Italian rider’s Lampre team said on
its Web site.
Close to the time when >
Cunego fell, French customs
officials stopped, searched and
released a vehicle driven by
Schleck’s father along the course
route. They were conducting a
random search for doping products, but only turned up normal
medicines, a French state prosecutor said.

Moss wants
football ‘early
and often’
Rear

@ FOOTBALL
ASHBURN, Va.
Associated

NO

Press

matter the playbook,

no matter his role, no matter
his stats, Santana Moss sees

himself as a playmaker and a
game-changer.
It’s why the wide receiver
wants the Washington Redskins to throw the football to
him as much as possible this
season. “Early and often;” is
how Moss put it.
It’s why he wants to go
back to occasionally returning
punts, something he didn’t do
once in 2006 or 2007. “I
haven’t forgotten how,” Moss
noted.
It’s why he is sure he can
thrive in new Redskins coach
Jim Zorn’s West Coast sys-

sshssannssnesseeseeets

GIANTSFOOTBALLCAMP

tem.

i

“To be honest with you, I
never look at anything and
say, “It’s not going to be a
good fit,”’ Moss said. “Looking at this offense, I’ve got
high expectations.”
;
’ So do his teammates and
Washington’s fans, who were
hootin’ and hollerin’ when
Moss touched the ball at
training camp Friday.
As

for Zorn?

Well,

it’s:

hard to imagine the former
NFL quarterback coming up

with a higher compliment
than a comparison to his own
favorite target, Steve Largent.
Asked about Moss, Zorn
immediately raised the name

of the Hall of Fame receiver
who was his teammate with
the Seattle Seahawks.
“Steve Largent didn’t have
(Moss’) acceleration or speed,
but (Moss has) a very low
center of gravity, and Steve
did as well, so he’s able to

make

very

high-speed

breaks,” Zorn said, “and it’s

Mike Groll/AP Photos

very difficult for him to be
covered.”
That was certainly the case
in 2005, Moss’ first year with

the Redskins: He broke the
franchise

record with

1,483

yards receiving on a career-

1. NEW YORK GIANTS’ Eli Manning
passes during football training camp
in Albany, N.Y., Friday, July 25, 2008.

best 84 catches and went to
the Pro Bowl.
One
might
think that
was a season

to

remem-

2. NEW YORK GIANTS center
O'Hara gets ready to snap the
during football training camp
Albany, N.Y., Friday, July 25,

Shaun
ball
in
2008.

3. GIANTS running back Ahmad
Bradshaw (44) runs away from
defensive end Osi Umenyiora (72)
during football training camp in
Albany, N.Y., Friday, July 25, 2008.
v

NFL Network

Favre

plans to report to camp

ber,

to

look back
upon with
pride. Not
quite so.
Actually,
Moss gets
tired
of
hearing
about it.
As in: Why haven’t you
matched that production?
Why did your yardage slip to
790 in 2006, then 808 in 2007?
Why haven’t you gone to the
Pro Bowl again?
“That’s the only thing that
ticks me off at times — when
people say, "Well, why didn’t
he do the 1,400 yards again?’
Well, go back and watch the
offense. Was I doing the same
things the offense allowed me

to do the first time?”
asked,

then

provided

he
the

answer: “No.”

i FOOTBALL
GREEN BAY, Wis.
Associated

Press

BRETT FAVRE

told the Green Bay ‘

Packers he plans to report to training
camp this weekend, the NFL Network
reported Friday, in a move perhaps

designed to force the team to quickly
trade the three-time MVP.
Favre informed general manager Ted
Thompson on Thursday of his decision
and will petition NFL commissioner
Roger Goodell to be reinstated as early
as Friday, the NFL Network said.
_
Favre’s presence could cause a major
distraction

for the Packers,

providing

the team additional motivation to work
out a trade.
The team committed to moving on
with Aaron Rodgers after Favre retired
in early March, led them to believe he
was

coming

back

in late March,

then

decided to stay retired — until he apparently changed his mind once again in
recent weeks.
Packers players are scheduled to move
into their dorm rooms on Saturday, and
their first team meeting is scheduled for
Sunday morning. Their first practice is
Monday morning.
Team officials did not immediately
return telephone calls from The Associated Press. Packers coach Mike

McCarthy is scheduled to address the
media on Saturday.
Speculation on a potential new home
for Favre has centered on Tampa Bay,
but the New York Jets also are emerging
as a potential trade partner for the Packers. On Friday, Jets coach Eric Mangini
brushed off — but didn’t deny — an

ESPN.com report that the Jets had been
given permission to talk to Favre.
“With all discussions, those things are
internal and that really hasn’t changed,”

Mangini said, adding that he and Jets
general manager Mike Tannenbaum talk
every night about “a lot of different
things” but always keep them internal.
Mangini reiterated that he was happy
with the team’s quarterbacks.
“T feel the same way as I felt yesterday
and nothing’s changed,” Mangini said.
“With any conversations me and Mike

“As I said, ’'m happy with the quar' different scenarios every night,” Mangini said. “And trust me when I tell you
that we look into a lot of different scenarios every night. It’s just normal operating procedure for us.”
And that’s just about the only thing
normal in the ongoing Favre saga.

you.
More like someone who
wants to help and knows he
can.
“T don’t go into this thing
saying, I’m the No. 1 man.’ I
feel like that’s given to you
by your coaching staff and by
your team,” Moss said. “I’m
out here to do my job, and

In an interview with Fox News last

week, Favre said it was “tempting”

to

show up to Packers camp to call the
Packers’ “bluff.”
But, Favre added: “I don’t want to go

back there just to stick it to them.”
Packers president and CEO Mark
Murphy reiterated Thursday that if
Favre were to return to the Packers, it
would be in “a different role” — presumably not as the starter.
“We said we would welcome him
back, and he’ll have a different role,”

different scenarios and he enjoys a good
chart, he enjoys a good graph and he
enjoys a lot of scenarios. That’s what he
does, and that’s what he’s supposed to
do. So, just normal discussions that we
always have.”
But when asked if the Jets were looking into adding any veteran quarterbacks, Mangini conceded that it would
be “normal operating procedure” for
the team to look into “different scenar-

Murphy said, speaking with reporters
after Thursday’s Packers shareholders
meeting. “But what’s going to happen if
that occurs, we’ll have to look and see

the situation at the time. That’s a little
bit of a technicality. But I guess there’s
two questions. We have said we would
welcome him back. But whether he will
come back is another question. And a
lot of it goes back to, we want to work
with Brett, and be fair to him and help
give him what he wants.”

“I

understand that all I can be is
what my team allows me to
be.”
This is no ball hog, mind

terbacks we have and we look at a lot of

have, Mike likes to talk about a lot of

ios.”

“But,” Moss continued,

whatever they call me — No.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 — it don’t make

me less than the other guys. ...
If you go out there and work
as a core, we

all can be No.

2
Keep in mind that Moss led
Washington’s receivers in
catches, touchdown

catches

and yards every season he’s

Morry Gash/AP Photo
IN THIS Jan. 16, 2008, file photo, Green
Bay Packers quarterback Brett Favre
answers a question during a news conference in Green Bay, Wis. NFL commissioner Roger Goodell is monitoring the ongoing rift between the Packers and Favre.

p
¢

been in town.
Teammates back up Moss’
: contention that his numbers

were suppressed by a stop-

and-start-and-stop offense the
past two seasons.
The team ranked 15th of
32 NFL teams in net yards in

2007, 13th in 2006.
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SATURDAY EVENING

Keeping Up a

Waiting for God

son, Jack Carson. An actor tums to alcohol as his wife becomes a

The Insider

megastar.
work home.
48 Hours Mystery A personal train- |EliteXC Saturday Night Fights Robbie Lawler vs. Scott Smith for the

4 (CC)

der plot. “ (CC)

Access Holly:

|The Office Karen| The

ment news. (N)
(00) Ch.7

ley. O
CopsAwoman

Law & Order ‘Driven’ Two murders |Law & Order: Criminal Intent “Re-

Office

;

WPLG
:

é

[Fights Back Marking the 100th an-

|Weekend News {wrestles with an |spondtoan

=

armed robbery. niversary of the FBI. (N)
—_|officer. (CC)
Late Edition
Paid Program | * * x PETER PAN (1953, Fantasy) Voices of Bobby Driscoll, Kathryn | Eli Stone “Heartbeat” Eli's flash{backs give him a chance to say
Beaumont, Hans Conried. Animated. Peter, Tinker Bell and kids go to
goodbye to his father. 1 (CC)
Neverland.
CABLE CHANNELS
& &% DIE HARD (1988, Action) Bruce Willis, Alan Rickman, Bonnie Bedelia. A New York policeman outwits
ik & ERIN

(2000) (CC)
This Week Cor- |(:10) Rania: Queen of YouTube

(0) Imagination ‘The Divine

ichelangelo” Three of the art

.

respondents.

BBCI

WSVN

ai

Spirit of Yacht-

BBC News

~—‘jing

—‘|(Latenight).

WPLG

CBC

(a0)
al
(rn)
his
% x

CNBC
CNN

COM
DISN

The Suze Orman Show Financial
|The Millionaire Inside: Debt
safety guide. (N) (GC)
|Makeover
{CNN Presents “Black in America: The Black Woman & Family’ Blacks’
achievements and struggles. (CC)
|Futurama ‘Ben- [Futurama “Ben- |FuturamaFry re-|Futurama Inter-

Deal or No
(CC)
Lou Dobbs
Week
WAYNE’S

Hannah Mon(CC)
tana

| %*% HANNAH MONTANA AND MILEY CYRUS: — | & x HANNAH MONTANA AND MILEY CYRUS:
_|BEST OF BOTH WORLDS CONCERT TOUR IN DiS- |BEST OF BOTH WORLDS CONCERT TOUR IN DISNEY DIGITAL 3D (2008) Miley Cyrus. 'G’ (CC)
NEY DIGITAL 3D (2008) Miley Cyrus. ‘G’ (CC)

(Cc)

(CC)

arth (CC)

|Wood Works
|New Yankee
This Old House |This Old House |Sweat Equity
Workshop (CC)
Kitchen options. | (CC)
Europa Aktuell
Journal:
Bilderbuch
Markus Lanz
—_|WirtschaftsbiDeutschland
(:00) E! News — | &% KINGPIN (1996) Woody Harrelson, Randy Quaid. Premieré.A
washed-up bowler takes on an Amish farmer as a protege.
NASCAR Count-|NASCAR Racing Nationwide Series - Kroger 200. From O'Reilly Racedown
way Park at Indianapolis. (Live)
er Edi— International
:00) ATP Tennis U.S. Open Series -- Rogers Cup -- |SportsCent
emifinal. From Toronto. (Live) (CC)

DIY
| DW

2

lion Lie)

cee

ESPNI
FIT TV

lospital Invitational -- Third Round. °
(:00) Greed (CC) |Who Wants to Be a Millionaire 0 |Family Feud = |Family Feud ©

GSN

[Sesto

G4Tech

(ee Heroes 1

Heroes “Powerless” 1 (CC) -

vate ‘Truth & Consequences”
:
pst

rs Meat Victor EO

cine

z rca

son return home to be near her parents.
lorney.
Flipping Out Jeff notices that work |Holmes on Homes Lisa and Joe
fi Colin &
;
1
owe Music Southern Style
NQ
|American Idol Rewind “Top 9 to 8”

Heist 0 (CC)
pe Live From
iberty
**% BLACK

;

(CC)

MASK (1996) Jet} Top nine compete.

KTLA

_

(qn

ree-bedroom

state Pros (CC) an

TLC

10: Ep. 3° Brown living room. (N)

eon

| Extreme Makeover: Home Edition

ome.
cle, Calif,
% & THE WED- | & * MONSTER-IN-LAW (2005, Romance-Comedy) Jennifer Lopez,

Naruto (N)

NARUTO THE MOVIE 2: LEGEND OF THE STONE
OF GELEL (2005, Adventure) Premiere.

TOON

|Forensic Files

(:00) Le 3950

Le Plus grand cabaret du monde Adriana Karembeu.

:00) Forecast

|Weather: PM Edition Weekend

Ear (CC)

TWC

Pees

Les Bleus “Les Yeux fermés”

VH1

Hollywood Se- | % % %% PULP FICTION (1994, Crime Drama) John Travolta, Samuel L. Jackson, Uma Thurman. Criminals
crets Revealed |cross paths in three interlocked tales of mayhem. 1 ( CC)
Cycling Tour de France Stage 20. Time Trial. From Cerilly to Saint-Amand-Montrond, France.

Bull Riding

Qe) OC)

ee

6:30) PGA Tour Golf Nationwide Tour - Children’s
fispra Invitational ~ Final Round.
(:00) World Poker Tour (CC)

ry

TBS

TLC
TNT

| TOON

ean

LPGA Tour Golf Evian Masters - Final Round, From France.

High Stakes Poker (CC)

~

© {Unbeatable —_ Lost, a G4 Special

|Catch 21 (CC)

|Catch 21 (CC)

Code Monkeys

|Hurl! “NASA

Unbeatable .

[Unbeatable

ed Murder,
he Wrote (\
(CC)
House Hunters

|Murder, She Wrote Jessica poses | %* * PERRY MASON: THE CASE OF THE AVENGING ACE (1988,
Men) Raymond Burr, Barbara Hale, William Katt. Mason finds new evJas a hypochondriac to solve the
|murder of a hospital CPA. 0
idence that may free an innocent inmate. (CC)
|Property Virgins |Buy Me (N) ( Extreme Makeover: Home Edition |Holmes on Homes 1 (CC)

[Moving to

"

a oc)

(02)

[Hates Chris

|Commitments’

Nashville. 0
Journey to Zion |In Touch With Dr. Charles Stanley
Biblical stories. |(CC)
INSTINCT — Everybody
The Game ‘The

(1999) Anthony

AConnecticut family’s luck takes a

turn for the better. (CC)
|Manna-Fest (CC)
|The John Anker-|Jack Van Impe
|The Kingls
Presents (CC)
berg Show
Coming (CC).
|Gossip Girl Gossip Girl reports that One Tree Hill Lucas picks up the

pee after Lindsey leaves him at

|Serena was oe buying preg-

he altar. O (CC)
|Army Wives “Loyalties” Roland is
nee of inappropriate behavior,

nancy tests. O (CC)
0 (CC)
|(CC)
Hopkins, (CC)
DEAD AT 17 (2008, Drama) Barbara Niven. Lal i Army Wives “Uncharted Territory”
try to cover up an accidental death and a murder. (CC) ro i recy leam the sex of

;
ir
baby.
a MSNBC In- |Lockup: Raw “Prison Love” Intima- |MSNBC Reports “Sex Bunker’A | The Longest Night: Secrets of the
Austrian Cellar
grocer has another identity.
cy in prison.
vestigates
re Lopez
iCarly ‘iPromise iCarly ‘iPromote |Home Improve: |Home Improve- George Lopez
& Josh
Drake

|Techfoots”

Not fo Tel”

Real House- — |Big Brother 10 Eviction nomina-

tions. (N)

wives

(CC)

ment

(CC)

| Extreme Makeover: Home Edition |News (N) 0

(CC)

“Woodhouse Family” (CC)

- All Out From Red River
Wind Tunnel With Dave Despain [Pinks
|Macedonian Call Annual fundraising event.

Taking Authority |Bellever's Voice {Changing Your
of Victory (CC) |Wo (ch)
(CO)

|Joel Osteen
(CC)

| %% LAST HOLIDAY (2006)

% & DIARY OF | * %» LAST HOLIDAY (2006, Comedy) Queen Latifah, Gérard Depar-

it up on vacation. (CC)
AMAD BLACK |dieu, LL Cool J. A terminally il woman lives

.
WOMAN (2005)
Flip That House |My Shocking Story ‘The Man With |Incredibly Small: Kenadie’s Story
40-day schedule. |No Face” A man lives with a growth |A girl, 2, weighs just 8 pounds and
° —
is only 2 feet tall. (CC)
on his ‘ace. (CC)
(CC)

xx HOOK —
- |(1991) Dustin
Hoffman. (CC)
* KANGAROO

jack

A terminally il
[Queen Latifah,

woman lives it up on vacation.
|The one Office “Auto Dealer|ship vs. ealy Company’ Galpin
.|Motors and Prudential Realty. (N)

| % & THE WIZARD OF OZ (1939, Fantasy) Judy Garland, Frank =|
Morgan, Ray Bolger. A tornado whisks a Kansas farm girl to a magic land.
(cc) (VS)
Misadv. of FlapJACK (2003) Jerry O'Connell. A kan-

garoo hops away with a jacket full of cash.
Cops “Extreme |Cops “Resisting |Cops ‘Palm

(C )

4

(C )

{ment 0 (CC) |.

x && & THE WIZARD OF 0Z
[es Fantasy) Judy Garland,
rank Morgan. (CC) (DVS)
|Family Guy © {American Dad

(CC)
{Crisis Point (N)

0 (CC)

TRU (eae ree (Rom ne (BKT Ace Beker Pc [pebarrvtoo [MPO
TV5

Two
UNIV

USA

i

tion

Tools.

scapes

|MLB Baseball Teams to Be Announced. (Live) (CC

Jack Hayford
(CC) e

:00) Fabrica de |Sabado Gigante Dareyes de la Sierra; Sta semana de ‘Coro Millonario’.
a) NCIS “Blow-|NCIS “Friends and Lovers” A young |NCIS The team suspects foul play |NCIS “Skeletons” An explosion reback” © (CC) _ |sailor’s body is found in an aban- —|when a lieutenant is the victim of ra-|veals a cache of dismembered hu(CC)
man remains.
diation poisoning, (CC)
(CC)
doned building.

Trilogy” The'boys cross into a new
pe swept off her
_|is enslaved to
;
dimension. (C
build a pyramid. feet.icc)
|Life With Derek | % % %% THE INCREDIBLES (2004, Adventure) Voices of Craig T. Nel|“Open Mic Plight” son, Holly Hunter, Samuel L. Jackson. Animated. A former superhero gets
back into action. ‘PG’
rn
|SweatEquity _ |Desperate Land-/Cool Tools Barr {Under Construc-|Man Caves

:00) SPEED Re-/NASCAR Victory Lane (N

,

*

Futurama Crew |Futurama Leela |South Park (CC) |South Park “Imaginationland: The

ESPNI

NTV

|When Weather Changed History | Weather: Evening Edition (CC)

«| “Delta 191 Crash”

Fantasy) (Part 1 of 2) Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint. © (CC)

Beisbol Esta

1 (CC)

ic tile,
|x MONSTER-IN-LAW (2005, Ro-

|Dominick Dunne: Power, Privilege|Dominick Dunne: Power,Privilege

|Forensic Files

Forensic Files

(CC)

onight (CC)

|

Vinyl kitchen floor to ceram-

Ben 10: Alien - |Samurai Jack
“XX”
Force

(CC)

:00) Baseball + |MLB Baseball New York Yankees at Boston Red Sox. From Fenway Park in Boston. (Live) (CC)

LIFE

Jane Fonda: (CC)

ance. (CC)

(2005) (CC)

(CC)

“Acting Up” (N)

N)

KTLA

—_|Jane Fonda, Michael Vartan. A shrewish woman clashes with her son's fi-mance-Comesy Jenner Lopez,

DING DATE

TNT

(CC)

|Euromaxx
Journal: with
| Journal: mit Reporter
Reporters
|Denise Richards|Denise Richards | Denise Richards |Denise Richards|Denise Richards |Living Lohan

tr E! News

HGTV _

‘Men 0 (CC) — |Men “ThatSpe

irra

|Baldwin Hills

|Baldwin Hills . |Baldwin Hills

ESPN

HALL

The King of — | % MEN IN BLACK Il (2002, Comedy) (PA) Tommy | % MEN IN BLACK II (2002, Comedy) ( Tommy
~—_jLee Jones, Will Smith. Agents Jay and Kay lefend
Queens 1 (CC) |Lee Jones, Will Smith. Agents Jay and Kay defend
Earth from a sultry alien enemy. (CC)
Earth from a sultry alien enemy. (Cc)
fm) The Real if That House |Flip That House |Tradingsraoee “Paige’s Perfect. |Holmes on Homes “Showing the

TBS

|Sweat Equity

ndscapes

(CC)

{Clement

—|"Roswell That
Ends Well’ 1
|Disney Channel
|Games 2008 (N)

TROOPERS
(2001) (CC)
HANNAH MONTANA/MILEY —
CYRUS
(00) Desperate

‘

Erin Cottrell, Dale Midkiff,

her.
father after her mother disappears. (0c) '
Lockup: Raw ‘The Daily Grind” The}Lockup: Raw “The Devil's Worki Caught on |Love and Death
shop” Prison mischief.
daily grind of prison life.
amera
iCarly ‘iWanta iCarly “iStakeout”|iCarly ‘“iHatch'' jiCarly © (CC) |GeorgeLopez {George L
a (Cc) ve
(00) es
Chicks 1M (CC) ea
World Record” ~ | (ec)
News (N) 0 —_|NTV Entertain(00) Very Bad Accident Investigator “ADead —_‘| Final 24 “JFK Jr’ (GC)
ment News
(CC)
Faint’ Identifying a killer.
len (CC
Wrecked “Fire AMA Racing Motocross
Sel Off.
~ New
and Ice”
Road Racing
Billy Graham Classic Crusades —_|In Touch With Dr. Charles Stanley |Hour of Power (CC)
Secrets: Kim

Baldwin Hills

Maria The top three. (N) 0

(CC)

NO

GéTech mse

Se-

/Hoechlin. Premiere. A teen believes that her dead twin is trying to contact | ’

Williams, Adam Arkin. A woman investigates her step-

NTV

ramid 1

with a rare disorder. (CC)
ing wall rebuilt. © (CC)
—_|Inside Inspira-_/Christian Artist 1 Gospel “Marvin
|SpeechlessSapp” (CC)
Talent Search
tion
Christians
|Family Guy
Family Guy Pe- |Two and a Half |Two and a Half

“Death Lives” 0 ai a an

{Hell Date (CC)

(CC)
|BBC News

|How Do You Solve a Problem Like| * % x HARRY POTTER AND THE PRISONER OF AZKABAN (2004,

GOLF
GSN

cial Tug” (CC)
club. 1 (CC)
(CC)
SOLSTICE (2007, Horror) Elisabeth Harnois, Shawn Ashmore, Tyler

(CC)
Li.
MURDER ON PLEASANT DRIVE (2006) Kelli

LIFE

[Score (Live)

around his house isn’t getting done, {decided to have an existing retain- |The gang builds a home for a gir

ustin’s Home

HGTV

|The FSN Final

Awoman touches the lives of a matron and an at-

scout io

her

(Latenight)

|The Two Coreys |The Two Coreys
“Role Models’ i “All You Need Is
Love”
(CC)
"X-Gene” (N)
(CC)
(CC)
Our World MexiDateline London|(:10) Samuel Johnson Prize 2008 |BBC News
Writing.
(Latenight).
co's drug cartels,

ew
FITTV
POG
Oe
FSNFL

|Namaste Yoga
“Swan’ Spine.
1 (CC)

Me er Samia
ries “World Semifinals”

/LOVE'S UNFOLDING DREAM (2007,prai

LOVE'S UNENDING LEGACY (2007, Drama) Erin

HALL

(cc

GD

pe

house. 1 (CC)

(:00) Heartland

E!

de Juego
Highlights (N) |[Fuera

Catch 21 (CC)

Videos 1 (CC) ditions in the western U.S. (N)
with a rare disorder. (CC)
CABLE CHANNELS
Gene Simmons |Gene Simmons |Gene Simmons |Gene Simmons |Gene Simmons
Family Jewels |Family Jewels |Family Jewels |Family Jewels |Family Jewels

Berlin direkt

LPGA Tour Golf Evian Masters -- Third Round. From France.

ae PGA Tour Golf Nationwide Tour -- Children’s

GOLF

{do destroys Mrs. McCluskey’s

[Funniest Home |Picture ‘West Coast Auditions” Au- |The gang builds a home for a girl

CBC

DIY

|Gol ESPN:

Score (Live)

Kansas city, Mo, (Subject to Blackout) (Live)

FSNEFL

1 (PA) (CC)
rot. (CC)
Extreme Makeover: Home Edition cone Housewives The toma-

aman. 1
—jshow. 1
|High School Musical: Get inthe

out. 4 (CC)
(0) America’s

|News (N) (CC)

American Dad

{Milhouse acts like|ter's new pet par-|‘Dope & Faith”

land Joy feel left Lisa gets aTV

** SUPER — | Futurama

Wood WorksA |HammeredDiresta
hall table.
|Euromaxx
Journal: with
:
Business
Saturday Night Live Natalie Portman; Fall Out Boy.
(CC)
|Baseball Tonight (Live) (CC)

—_{All Star Workouts Classic yoga | Total Body Sculpt With Gilad © jNamaste Yoga
Blaine’s Low
Spine, (Cc)
(CC)
Strength thing,
—_|postures with light hand welts
Carb Kitchen
Geraldo at Large
—_|Hannity’s America
(:00) Fox Report |Murder in the Family: Honor:
Killing in America (N)
The FSN Final
:00) MLB Baseball Tampa Bay Rays at Kansas City Royals. From Kauffman Stadium in

|Family Guy Pe-

|The Simpsons

The Billionaire Next Door: All Ac” se Jour-|Inside American Airlines: A Week in the Life
cess
nal Repo!
(:00) Newsroom |CNN Presents “Black in America: Black Women & Family” Black men — jNewsroom
and fatherhood. (CC)

The Holy Rosary|Fr. John Corapi

[EWTN | Dal Mass: Our |Loyola, the Soldier Saint
y

lome videos.
"Til Death Eddie |The Simpsons

|geous Moments

(CC)

Hell Date (CC)

killed someone, craft” (CC)

|Tour de France

Dateline NBC The death of a fisherman. (N)

Hell Date (CC)

_|"World of War-

gaat battle for {boys think they

|der's Big Score” |der's Big Score” |visits the past.

bust. 0 (CC)

BET

|Deal or No Deal Contestants get a
chance to win money. O (cc
CNN Presents “Black in America:
|The Black Woman & Family” (CC)
/South Park The |South Park

WORLD (1992)

(CC)

girl. O (CC)

Most Outra- — |America’s Got Talent O (CC

(CC)
The Reporters

BBCI

world's greatest icons.
x LEPRECHAUN: BACK 2 THA HOOD (2003) Warwick Davis. An evil
|Girlfriends “Fried|Girlfriends (|
Hell Date (CC)
leprechaun will stop at nothing to protect his gold. (CC)
(CC)
Turkey’
|MARPLE: A MURDER IS ANNOUNCED (2005, Mys(00) ATP Tennis U.S. Open Series -- Rogers Cup -- Semifinal. From
tery) Geraldine McEwan, Elaine Paige. 1 (CC)
oronto, (Live) (CC)

BET

TBN

champagne bottle. 0
|News (N) (CC)

BROCKOVICH | foreign thugs in an L.A. high-rise, (CC)

A&E

E!

adventure. (CC)
|Cops Officers re- |America’s Most Wanted: America

WTV4

Junin” A TV host is bludgeoned by a

—_|stumbles into the middle of a drug

gates the 1919 death of a young

tions. (N) 0 (CC)

WFOR|IN) 1 (CC)

cant welterweight title; Thomas Denny vs. Nick Diaz. (Live) (CC)

WTV4 |wood Entertain- tries to woo Stan-|Michael’s survival occur near a playground. ( (CC)

WSVN

committee member. (N) 1
(CC)
_|Cold Case “Tom” The team investi- |Flashpoint An innocent bystander

Show
i 60 Minutes |Big Brother 10 Eviction nomina-

er is at the center of a twisted mur- {middleweight championship; Jake Shields vs. Nick Thompson for the va-

WEFOR |Celebrities. (N)

Holmes “A Scandal in Bohemia’ |murder of aproninet Ain

os

WPBT eres Welk |(CC) (DVS)

.

Masterpiece Foyle investi ates the

Nature Monterey Bay Aquarium. © |The Adventures of Sherlock

:00) The

As Time Goes | * & x x A STAR IS BORN (1954, Musical) Judy Garland, James Ma-

pearances (CC) |By Jean brings

WPBT |(Cc)

GB

9:00ELS| 9:30 | 10:00 | 10:30 |
8:30RK |CHANN
| 7:30 | 8:00 | NETWO

9:00ELS | 9:30 | 10:00 | 10:30
8:30RK |CHANN
8:00 | NETWO

7:30_|
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SUNDAY EVENING

;

s ‘Palm —

_.|Cops “Palm

Plus Grand
musée
Weather: Evening Edition (CC)

L’Armada 2008
Improvisation . |FrancoFolies 2006 “Quand les hommes vivront
d'amour” Hommage a Raymond Lévesque.
/When Weather Changed History
:00) Forecast + |Weather: PM Edition Weekend

_Eekccee [Aeter
feet na

Primer Impacto: Edicién Especial |E| Pantera “La Ultima Funcién’ El

(:00) Tecate Premios Deportes 2008

Pant

y Braulio se caen en un

VH1

:
(:00) Law & Or- {Law & Order: Special Victims Unit/Law & Order: Criminal Intent Loder: Special Vie-|‘Dependent” A mob lawyer and his gan and Wheeler investigate the
world of amateur boxing. (N) (CC)
tims Unit —_|wife are attacked. (CC)
Greatest Songs | Love Money Shifting romances. {1 Love Money Alliances are formed.

VS

Bull Riding: PBR}Cycling Tour de France Stage 21. From Etampes, France to the Champs-Elysees in Paris.

USA

of the 90s

(N) 0 (CC)

Nn (CC)

tunel,
|In Plain Sight “Good Cop, Dead
om Mary's witness, who she slept
with, is accused of murder.
|Brooke Knows | Want to Work

{for Diddy: Man

Best 1 (CC)

VS.

Funniest Pets & | % % % PLANES, TRAINS AND AUTOMOBILES (1987, Comedy) Steve
blooper videos.
Two and a Half
ne “A vale

WPIX

Charlize Theron, Joe Morton. A woman's husband acts strangely after
space accident.

HBO-S
MAX-E
MOMA
SHOW

TMC

e

in eae

iui

6:30) & xx — |

WE

THE

cate

PREMIUM

|CW11 News at Ten Thorne. (N)
:
(CC)
|The King of

[Queens

Date”

‘Court

(CC)

4 LICENSE TO WED (2007) Robin Williams. Pre-

miere. A clergyman puts a newly engaged couple

{Queens “S'ain't

|Valentine's” 1

[Cotto-Margarito es of Dan Castellaneta. Animated. Homer must save
N (CC)
the world from catastrophe. 1 ‘PG-13' (CC)

Generation Kill

(CC)

(Part 2 of 7

145) kk &

trop DIA

MOND (2006)
|Deadwood “Bullock Returns to the
|Camp” Bullock returns to camp a

Bruce Willis. Animated. A raccoon tells fellow animals
about a new food source. 1 ‘PG’ (CC)

Seth Rogen,
00) Hard Times at Douglass High: A No Child Left | * * x KNOCKED UP (2007, Romance-Comedy) edy) Seth
Roge Katherine

ie

i: ig Rudd. A one-night stand has an unforeseen consequence.

(:1 1 % % GLADIATOR (2000, Historical Drama) Russell Crowe, Joaquin Phoenix, Con- | * * BALLS OF FURY (2007, Com-

_|rie Nielsen. A fugitive general becomes a gladiator in ancient Rome. ‘R' (CC)

edy) Dan Fogler, George

Lopez.

Premiere, 1 ‘PG-13' (CC)

*% INOW PRONOUNCE YOU CHUCK AND =| & &% X-MEN: THE LAST STAND (2006,

WSBK

pose as gay partners for insurance purposes.
5:35) x & %& — Elite Xtreme Combat (iTV) (Live)

the X-Men. 1 'PG-13' (CC)
tervention” 0
|(:15) & * JOURNEY TO THE END OF THE NIGHT (2006, Suspense)

CASNG

er

Glenn, Brendan Fraser, Mos Def. iTV Premiere. A man hatches a

ROYALE (2006)
scheme to double-cross his father for money. 1 ‘R' (CC)
(:00) * x EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH (2006, Com- | x x COLD & DARK (2005, Horror) Luke Goss, Kevin () Masters of

ey Dane Cook, Jessica Simpson. Two store clerks

_|Howarth. Premiere. deadly creature complicates the

‘PG-13' (CC)

lives of two lawmen. 1 ‘R’ (CC)

HBO-E
HBO-P
HBO-W

HBO-S
MAX-E

ol Hugh (if) Coed Con-

[LARRY (2007) Adam Sandler. Two straight firefighters |Jackman, Patrick Stewart. A cure for mutations divides |fidentlal ‘The In-

vie fora coveted award.

UFO.
in a basket.
(0 One Tree ceo

i © (CC)

|Horror Horror an-

thology. (CC)

tracted to Kirk.
Aliens in Ameri- |The Game Der-

{Hates Chris © ca Raja upsets
the guys. (CC)

(CC)

|Girlfriends

_|(:40) Instant Re-

= |WGN News at

Nine (N) © (CC)|play A (CC)

CW11 News at Ten Thome. (N)

[win is injured in a|"What’s Black A- |(CC)
playoff game. — |Lackin'?”

|The Tim Mc-

(:00) CSI: Miami CSI: Miami The team searches for |That 70s Show /That'70s Show |Red Sox This

|The King of

TEEN (2007) 0 14 (CC)
(CC)
changed man.
(CC)
Countdown to | % % * THE SIMPSONS MOVIE (2007, Comedy) Voic-| % * x OVER THE HEDGE (2006, Comedy) Voices of

He

WPIX

|The Honey-

The Honey-

nati Baby is left |claims he saw a |Stephanie is at- |mooners, boy mooners oy

Dead Air’ —

(CC)

{the killer of two people ona cruise

ship docked in Miami. (CC)
;

HEDGE (2006) through the ringer. ‘PG-13' (CC)
ey *%x — |Big Love “Eclipse” Bill searches for Rome “Philippi” Two armies clash,
CEAN’S THIR- |the answers to an unsettling dream. |with the future of Rame at stake.

bethad Report Card 0

WGN

WKRP in Cincin-/Newhart George {Newhart

CHANNELS

Tae

,

HBO-W

-

Jeopardy! (CC) | * x THE ASTRONAUT’S WIFE (1999, Science Fiction) Johnny Depp,

Pe

HBO-P

|make unlikely co-travelers. © (CC)
|American Idol Rewind “Top 9 to 8” | American Idol Rewind mt 10 to
9” Season's top 10. 1 (CC)
Top nine compete. 1 (CC)

or the Frivo

WSBK

HBO-E

—|Martin, John Candy, Laila Robbins. A stranded ad exec and a salesman

People Funny

WGN

|WGN News at Nine (N) 1 (CC)

MOMAX

SHOW
TMC

PREMIUM

“An Eric Forman

Christmas”

Carver Show

Eric takes out the |Week

Corvette. 1

CHANNELS

ct) + THE MARINE ee Action) John Cena, — |Generation Kill (N) © (Part 3 of 7)|(:15) % *% THE KINGDOM (2007,
ction) Jamie Foxx, Chris Cooper.
obert Patrick, at Carlson. Thugs kidnap the wife of |(CC)
N\'R (CC)
a soldier. O ‘PG-13' (CC)
_|(:45) The Dark
BERNARD AND DORIS (2008, Docudrama) Susan
(Part2 of 7) (CC)
(:45) Generation Ki ill
- Maer

Sarandon. Tobacco heiress Doris Duke befnends her
butler, Bernard Lafferty. © ‘NR’ (CC)

etd China’s Stolen Children

|(Subiitied-English) 0 (CC)

% * & EDWARD SCISSORHANDS (1990, Fantasy)

Johnny Depp, Winona Ryder. A man-made misfit cuts

a tragic figure in suburbia. 1 ‘PG-13' (CC)
.
Heidi Fleiss: The Would-Be
(6:45) * &» GIRL, INTERRUPTED (1999, Drama)

Winona Ryder. A troubled young woman checks info a |Madam of Crystal 1 (CC)
psychiatric hospital. O'R (cc)
* x BALLS OF FURY (2007, Comedy) Dan Fogler,
(6:30) * *» ALPHA DOG pe

[Crime Drama) Bruce Wills, Emile

Hirsch. 1 ‘R’ (CC)

_|Christopher Walken, A disgracedpin

e-i300

John
4
(115) &% THE MARINE (2006)

|Cena. Thugs kidnap

the wie of a

soldier. A ‘PG-13' (CC)

15 * &% HOW TO MAKE AN
RICAN QUILT i 995, Drama)

Winona Ryder. 0 ‘PG-13' (CC)
& & CHARLIE’S ANGELS

ng player goes (2000, Action) Cameron Diaz, Drew

under cover for the CIA. /\ ‘PG-

Bann ore. (1

'PG-13' (CC)

6:45) & & LETHAL WEAPON 4 (1998, Action) Mel | % % LIVE FREE OR DIE HARD (2007, Action) Bruce Willis, Justin
ih Danny Glover. Detectives fi aes and Murfaugh |Long, Timothy Olyphant. America’s computers fall under attack. ‘PG13' ( (CC)
battle Chinese mercenaries. ( ‘R’ (C )
[Weeds “Excellent/Secret Diary of a
a & THE TV SETres Comedy) David Duchovny, Dexter “See-Through” (iTV) Rita
Sigourney Weaver. iTV. A man struggles to maintain
creative control of his TV pilot. ‘R’

ce

INTER-

feels threatened. 1 (CC)

Treasures’ (iTV)
1 (CC)

Call Girl (i
an

% MRS.|HOUSE OF USHER (2008, Suspense) Frank Mentier, | x x DEAD BIRDS (2004, Horror) Henry Thomas,

Michael Cardelle, Jaimyse Haft. A young man visits a {Patrick Fugit. Bank robbers stay in a haunted Alabama

BOURNE (1996) |friend at his crumbling estate. ‘R’

mansion in 1863. 1 'R’ (CC)

THE

=
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oe

SENS

| —Hamerof student
Age.

Name of parents

A list of exams already taken —
and the results - e.g.- Bahamas
Junior Certificate (BCs) exams
and Pitman exams

(tolesineeocdedae
be taken - Bahamas General
Secondary
of
Certificate
Education (BGCSE) exams
)

ee
The college/university they —

College.
2.g.attend
fo
expedt
of the Bahamas, Harvard
University, University of Miami
_

to
expected
degree
of
Name
sought - e.g - Bachelors

he
degree in English, Bachelors
degree in Biology

|

The Tribune will be publishing its annual
‘Back to School’ supplement in
August/September. In : preparation for the

|
:

supplement, which will feature all graduating seniors who will be attending universi-

3

invite all parents, guardians and graduating ©

?

seniors to submit a profile on the graduat-

?

we
abroad,
or
locally
whether
ty/college,
nie

ing seniors, along with a photograph and

contact information. Deadline

=

is July 31, 2008.

.

a

|

What career they expect to
enfer once their education is
completed - a doctor, Math
teacher, engineer

,

li Please forward all information to Lisa Lawlor, Tribune

All extracuricular activities - club memberships,
team sports/track and
field, church activities
A list of honours/
awards/recognition student has received

|

Junior Reporter at email - lisalawlor@gmail.com-

please note ‘Back To School’in the subject line. The

information may also be hand delivered or mailed in:

==

:

,
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COMIC ANC] a
CALVIN & HOBBES

Tribune
:
Comics

WHAT DOYOU \ I THINK IT's
KIND OF
DEPRESSING,

©1968 Universal Press Syndicate

T NN

wes
=

:

>

AR

WHAT I MEAN.

a

SS

QUIET!

Ss

HEAD DOWN...

4

A

AwSS

BALL...KEEP YOUR

ABBEY...
So

ELBOW.--CENTER THE

Bn,>

WASsXs«-"

OK.--TUCK IN THAT

SX XNy
N S POYY
AS
S WY

JUDGE PARKER

\ YOu KNOW

T ALWAYS FEEL SORRY FOR
THE ANIMALS, THEY DON'T
HAVE MUCH ROOM TO MOVE,
OR ANYTHING To 00.

=| i
mT]

|i

IAW

|

=

eas
ry

udoku Puzzle

Sp
ce

=S

RS
7

oi

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The object is to place the numbers 1 to

©2008 by North America Syndicate, Inc. World rights reserved

9 in the empty squares so the each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty
level of the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to

DRAT/
LU ANN
PROBABLY

TOMMIE THOMPSON.)

WELL, WELL,
WELL—T

3| MAYBE SHE'S
FALLING FOR

LUANN THIS
HAPPY INA LONG

WHAT'S FOR
DINNER?

HER, HE'S A
REALLY GREAT

GUY,

|=

Poa

IF YOU EAT IT ALL, I'LL GIVE YOU A
NICE, THIN SLICE OF PEPPERONI FOR
DESSERT

LOOKS
PRETTY
BLAND!

oe

©2008 Conceptis Puzzles, Dist. by King Features Syndicate, Inc.

H1, IM HOME—AND I BROUGHT)

Sunday

Nis

A \\\)

‘

“I THOUGHT RUFF MIGHT LIKETO
TAKE A SHOWER FOR A CHANGE.”

7

:

_\

©

Y

OL' BACK

;

Y=

Best described as a number crossword, the task in Kakuro is to
fill all of the empty squares, using numbers 1 io 9, so the sum of
each horizontal block equals the number to its left, and the sum
of each vertical block equals the number.on its top. No number
may be used in the same block more than once. The difficulty
level of the Conceptis Kakuro increases from Monday to Sunday.

©2008 Conceptis Puzzles, Dist. by King Features Syndicate, Inc.

AREN'T YOU
GOING TO STAND
UP FOR THE
ZF
| SEVENTH-INNING

7/24

Difficulty Level % & %&

©2008 by King Foaturas Syndieata, inc. Wertd Aghts reserved.

Difficulty Level & *

Richard Teichmann v Siegfried

Wolf, Berlin 1910, Teichmann
was not only one of the leading

grandmasters of his time, but

visually quite distinctive. He had
been blinded in one eye in his
youth and wore a large black
patch, which, allied to his bald
head, gave him the look of a
pirate. He kept finishing just out

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE

~~

Chess solution 839k: 1 Rxe5} fre5 2 Nddt Resigns.
if Oxh5 3 NiG/Ne? mate, or BxdS 3 Oxgd mate.

of the top places in big

ee

YOUR FATHER CAME
Homepictiese TAVERN

tournaments, so acquired the
nickname of Richard the Fifth.
He could hold his own with the
best, as the later world
champion Alexander Alekhine
found when they tied a six-game
match, Today’s diagram
occurred hardly out of the

Y@3.., YOU MIGHT SAY HE GOT UP ON THE
/ WRONG SIDE OF THE FLOOR/

LATE LAST NIGHT AND

SLEPT. ON THE FLOOR/

.
:
Opening, atricky Max Lange

‘
words in

demolish his opponent. Can you

hody of
Chambers
dist
Century
Dictionary

. Attack, and Jeichmann (White,
: to move) took just two turns to

the main

de as well?

CRYPTIC PUZZLE
Across
1

Down

It’s not openly played (6,4)

8 One can never be sure if
one has it (5)
TV line between Britain
and France (7)

10
11

“12

7

They fly some flag in trou-

on the Indian

ble (10)

border (5)

Share out is tried but as an
‘
alternative (10)

14

Air force (6)

17

You'll find Arabs around

eae

21

23

Final word of
encouragement

(7)

compatriots (10)

:

to a system of worship
that’s mystical (6)
A record number of

nofeu
runners in the fie

N

j

IN
;

2.
~

&

w“)

(9)

a

:

8 Split (5)

i
9 In the distant past
(4,3)
3

i

metoee: + Badges Watea. a

17

;
20 Clasp, 22 Rover, 23 Upright, 24

Denote, 25 Betray.

Down: 1 Bedlam, 2 Drawl, 3
Empower, 5 Apple, 6 Statute, 7
Wonted, 8 Under the sun, 14

Claw (5)

19 Conceited

av

22
23

mpeeaninlieb

aeeeay)

Sycophant (5)
State of
eatstine

:

3 Thickheaded (5)

finesse, since East might have started

with

64

EAST

of exciting
events (5)

7 Upside down (5-5)
8 The lowest
lenel 4.6)
13 Insubstantial (7)

affluence (4,6)

Q-x-x-x.

finessed

the

queen, cashed three more hearts and

¥Q864

a club, and so defeated the coniract

#832

: 97

three tricks!

VAKII0
&QJ9

K732

SOUTH
@AKII09
5
49753
4 106

Of

Pood

ee

course,

had

West taken

nity, Jacoby, would have made the
los
have
would
He
easily.
contract
Lost
ave
h
{
woul
Ie
contract easily.
only a spade, a heart and a club to

The eae ae
2:
;
North

East

South

West

1¢

Pass

14

Pass _

Pass
3¢
Pass
34
46
Pass
4h
Opening lead — king of hearts.

t
h
a
n
“ter
i
t
a:
axbaBuar
a far better than
oat
esuil.
The highly chagrined

Many years ago, the distinguished — for his brilliant play in refusing to

eee

explained

manner of (5)

Jacoby

7 teas a
ee a very aa
bottom — but he nonetheless went
out of his way to congratulate West

pair championship,
spades with the South hand. Ordinar-

20

averaue
average

realized that going down three would

win the first trump trick.

Unit of
capacity (5)
Inthe

the

queen of spades at his first opportu-

expert Oswald Jacoby, playing in a

18

the

took

ten, West

15 Raise in

a6 Evaluate <0)

Jacoby

hen

But

#754

5 Insane (7)
6 Series

Enliven, 16 Lucerne, 16 Scared, 17

Apathy, 19 Burst, 21 Augur.

@AKQIJ54

#Q86

4 Rectangular (6)

storing water (7)

Across: 1 Enters, 4 Tropic, 9
Crowned, 10 Aware, 11 Delhi, 12
Element, 13 King’s ransom, 18

Execute, 1:3 Deerstalker, 18 Calibre,

:

10 Tank for
.

Yesterday’s Easy Solution

Deadpan, 10 Plain, 11 Aglow, 12

:

Seminerany (4-6)

»

A very good bearer (5)

2 Counsellor (7)

1 Devoid of

wood

Give firm backing

,

Down

Across

LU

Yesterday’s Cryptic Solution

Edward, 17 Stowed, 19 Fiend, 21
Atlas.

tape total tote

He next crossed to dummy with a
diamond in order to repeat the spade

WEST

12 Scold (6)
:
14 Mysterious (5)

relish, 14 III will, 15 Narrate, 16

potto teapot too! toot tovtle

$32
¥2
AS

11 Weeping (5)

Doleful, 20 Roast, 22 Agile, 23
Shallow, 24 Delude, 25 Leased.
Down: 1 Escudo, 2 Troll, 3 Running, 5
Reade, 6 Placebo, 7 Cresta, 8 Added

afoot aloe aloft aloof aito
atop fioat floe flop foal foetal
fool foot footie FOOTPLATE
loaf loft ioofa icon ioot lope
lott; olea opal pelota plot
poet pole polo pool potato

won the club with the ace, led a
which
—
jack
the
finessed
and
spade
held!

North dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH

alla

Put some notes in order?

Units ordered to part of
North Africa (5)
Farmers who are also

YESTERDAY'S SOLUTION

A Not-So-Brilliant Defense

(7)

Possibly hear out US
writer (7)

36 (or more). Sointion tomorrow.

a mother (7)

Amass withdrawal

;

Good 18; very good 27; excellent

5 Very hard worker supports

(7)

| love (7)

No plurals.
TODAY'S TARGET

Change roles? (6)

Large house where a cat
aA ary
:

- 19

D.

4

Birds from other nests (5)

Cries distractedly about

}

the
centre letter
and there must
eg least one minesletter ord:

3 Frequently decimal (5)

6

this city (5)

S$
WwW
0
R

edition

2 Gear for a new Renault (7)

Leaps out of bed, perhaps

fifty souvenirs (6)

in
a
S

(1999

HOW many words of four letters
or more can you make from the
letters shown here? In making a
word, each letter may be used
once only. Bach must contain

:

oR

:

egot

fi
to four

ily, Jacoby would have made the

contract, but he ran into a seemingly
inspired defense and went down as a
result.
West led the king of hearts, then
shifted to the queen of clubs. Jacoby

saw a possibility of making six if
East had the queen of spades, so he

An

embarrassed

that he

had

West

pulled

then

the

wrong card when the first round of

trumps was led. He had expected
Jacoby to play the ace or king and
had not noticed that the jack was
actually played on the trick.
“Please,” Jacoby implored him,
“won't you try to be a little more
careful in the future?”

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
©2008 King Features Syndicate Inc.
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The exclusive AccuWeather RealFeel Tempe rature® is an index that combines the effects of temperature, wind, hurridity, sunshine intensity, cloudiness, pracip
&
elevation on the human body—everything that effects how warmorcold a person feels, Temperatures reflect the high and the low for the day.
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GOOD GIRLS: At the Good Shepherd |
Evangelical Church’s Sunday service.
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A HAITIAN man who
lived in the Bahamas for

36 years returned to Haiti

to fulfill his dream of opening a hotel on the beach.
But 13 years after
Rigobert Noel built the
Freeze Marina Star Hotel
(pictured) and restaurant
overlooking a beach in the
outskirts of Port-de-Paix,

his dream has been tempered by Haiti's crumbling economy and lack of infrastructure.
The 66-year-old moved to Nassau in 1959, where lived in Ida
Street off Robinson Road, worked as a taxi driver and opened a

chicken shop in Balfour Avenue in the 1970s.
Although he never married, Mr Noel proudly fathered at least 54.
children, with 13 different women in the Bahamas, Haiti and Miami,

where he worked in Miami Beach hotels between 1979 and 1984.
"Nassau is beautiful, it was my home," Mr Noel said.
"But something pulled me back to Haiti, and it was here that I
.
_ could build my dream."
The pristine waterfront hotel is a world away from the poverty of
Port-de-Paix, with it's pristine beach, swimming pool and mani;
cured gardens.
The beautiful setting cannot bring business to the hotel as it did in
1995 however, as political unrest deters tourists from visiting Haiti,
and it is only the missionaries or people with business in Haiti who
choose to visit the country.
"It wasn't great before, but now it reallyis no good," Mr Noel said.
"The government see that you are making money and they send
you a huge tax bill, but you get nothing in return.
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Mr Noel runs the hotel on a private generator and water supply,

"But as a Christian and a servant of God, I just ask Him to take

control."
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need to be very careful.
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& PHOTO: Money changer Jimmy Pierre (in red) exchanges money for
Pastor Desirjean Eneck
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and burns waste on his land.
"Even the police are not there when you call," he added.
"We have to pay for our children to go to school. they give you
nothing, they just collect money and leave us'to de everything our;
selves."

Having a heart —
schools, hospitals, medical centres, church-
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"There is no water, no electricity, no garbage collection, nothing!

and provide food and clean

water.

Head Pastor at Grace Community
Church Lyall Bethel has accompanied
over 200 missionaries of all ages from his
church on more than 20 expeditions to
Haiti and Haitian communities throughout the Caribbean.
He said: "You can't speak about the
love of God without demonstrating it.

"We
it these
ple. We
and get

don't stay in a hotel when we visplaces, we live. among the peosee the condition of other people
a deep sense of gratitude for what

we have, but it also invokes compassion."

This year Grace Community Church

financed the $6,000 building of four class-

rooms at the Good Shepherd Evangelical
Church in Port-de-Paix to work on the

construction site, run a medical clinic and

teach Vacation Bible School.

It was their first mission organised without the umbrella organisation Ministries in
Action

but through

a personal contact,

Pastor Wilme Joseph from the Haitian
Evangelical Church in Carmichael Road,

Nassau. Working in Port-de-Paix was particularly interesting for the team because
it is where the majority of Haitians who
immigrate to the Bahamas come from.
Ms Major said: "Our mandate is to go
into the world and share the good news
with everybody, but it's also to sensitise
Bahamians to the plight of the Haitians, so
we can be moze sensitive to why they
want to leave.
"Our country can only hold so many
people, but what it does is help you to be
more empathetic to their position, and
understand why mothers would risk their
lives for a better life for their children."
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"People will identify me, follow me home or to the bank, and I
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JIMMY Pierre lives dangerously in Port-de-Paix, going from
place to place with a backpack filled with cash, earning a living as
'
a moneychanger.
The 24-year-old works for his self-starter brother's backpack
business, changing US dollars to the Haitian currency of gourdes
and dollars for visiting missionaries.
Although the money changer says he has kept relatively free from
harm in the 10 years he has been exchanging money, he admitted
that robbers once broke into his house to beat him up before
;
stealing his bag of money last year. _
"I have lots of problems doing business like this," he said.

